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ABSTRACT 

Argentina's emerging gastronomic cultures in the twentieth century have been the 

result of three fundamental ingredients: (first) abundance of meat and wheat (second) 

large and diverse immigrant populations, and (third) a highly influential cookbook writer. 

This thesis explores the development of Argentine cuisine over fifty years, from 1935 to 

present. This culinary series focuses on meat consuming habits, immigrants' 

contributions, and Dona Petrona de Gandulfo in integrating and restructuring the cuisine. 

Certain subjects such as the beginning of the television industry and changes in women's 

political rights are also considered. The thesis thus explains how Dofia Petrona' s 

example opened doors for the next generation of career women to challenge social and 

economic barriers. This thesis argues that the present cuisine can be characterized as the 

evolutionary process of a decentralized society. The gastronomic traditions are the 

cultural expression of a powerful middle class society fused with the elite's taste in food 

preferences. The amalgamation of those elements has produced the cuisine that is known 

today. This study is based upon an analysis of some of Dofia Petrona's cookbooks located 

in the Biblioteca Nacional de Buenos Aires, supplemented with popular periodicals such 

as El Hogar and printed materials obtained at the Escuela de cocina de Belgrano as well 

as interviews with chefs and culinary students, ~thnographic narrations from immigrant 

followers of Dona Petrona, and three culinary professionals who worked with her. The 

last part of this thesis deals briefly with the new gourmet attitude in that country. Others 

writers have deeply and amply addressed the matter of women's political rights; hence, I 

devote most of my attention to middle-class women and culinary patterns as the new 

hybrid expression of culture. 
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 

One of South America's emerging gastronomic cultures of the twentieth and twenty

first centuries, Argentine cuisine, is the product of three factors: (one) the abundance of meat 

and cereals particularly wheat; (two) the infusion of European immigrants; and (three) the 

influence of a powerful writer and television personality. This work explores how these 

elements transformed Argentine cuisine over a period of fifty years, from 1935 to 1985. My 

analysis will focus on: first, the meat consuming habits of Italian immigrants, how they 

adopted a diet rich in beef as soon as they arrived in the country; second, the immigrants' 

culinary contributions; and third, the role that Dona Petrona de Gandulfo played in 

integrating and restructuring the culinary habits of Argentineans, particularly the meat 

choices of Italian immigrants. Many of my sources are available only in Spanish and Italian; 

all translations from these sources are my own. 

I argue that, despite neglect by academics, gastronomic traditions in Argentina are a 

new cultural expression of a powerful middle class society, reflecting the fusion of an elite's 

taste with the evolution in food preferences launched by the middle class. This gradual 

change was not achieved without a certain degree of resistance from the wealthy, since a 

cultural inclination toward French cuisine was prevalent among that group. Paris was the 

preferred destination for wealthy vacationing or expatriate Argentines during the nineteenth 

and early twentieth century, when being Argentine was synonymous with wealth (Jitrik 90). 

According to Noe Jitrik, known for his writings on Los viaieros. or past generations of 

Argentines, the elite and intellectuals characteristically ate "Russian caviar, Algerian 

couscous, [as well as] carbonada criolla [a traditional Argentinean meat and vegetables stew 
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whose name, criolla, means creole, or mixed]" (90). Estancieros, the less refined but 

wealthy ranchers, during their trips to Paris expressed a profound disrespect for the local 

produce and became very critical of the amounts of food served to them there. Their 

disappointment is evident in this impression of Paris expressed by one rancher: "Extraiio las 

lechoncitos del Sportsman," or I miss the little pigs of the Sportsman Club (a club where one 

diner would be served a whole pig) (90). Clearly, a refined taste, which implies a certain 

degree of culture and education and not necessarily money, was required to appreciate the 

Parisian food and lifestyle. 

There were other influences as well regarding Argentine cuisine: Argentina's pre

Columbian and colonial dishes (such as humitas, a kind of tamale, and puchero, or stew, a 

traditional Spanish dish); abundant beef from the pampas; immigrants' contributions of their 

traditional and newly adapted recipes along with their methods of preparing and presenting 

food; and the work of Dofia Petrona, popular cookbook personality. All of these elements 

converged toward the genesis of a unique Argentine gastronomy and the Argentine cuisine 

we know today. 

Research Methods 

The bulk of my research consisted of semi-structured interviews. I also relied on 

archival data. My interviews were conducted in Buenos Aires during the month of July 

2006. The information provided to me by twelve chefs, nine of them students in a culinary 

arts college program and three already professionals, was instrumental to this thesis. In 

addition, two Spanish women, both immigrants, provided oral histories. One was a factory 

worker and the other a tailor. Another interviewed was a retired pianist from the Colon 

Theater (considered one of the best opera houses in the world), whose father was an Italian 
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immigrant musician. These two Spanish women, both in their eighties, were loyal followers 

of Dofia Petrona and still use her cookbooks for special family meals. 

I also interviewed five more Argentine culinary professionals, including Alejandro 

Frango, a college professor who is a popular lecturer, writer and creator of Gastrosof{a, 

(Wisdom of Gastronomy), and who writes a regular column for the monthly magazine 

Boutique del Libro. Professor Frango helped me to use the strategy of "snow ball or chain 

sample" by recruiting some of his students at Ott College. 

Other cooking professionals interviewed were Executive Chef Alejandro Digilio, 

academic coordinator for the Hospitality program at Ott College, a San Isidro suburb of 

Buenos Aires, Oscar Vilca, and Ezequiel Mera, both executive chefs at the American 

Embassy in Buenos Aires. Facilitating my interviews with the chefs was the fact of my 

having in hand good and clear information about the topic. (Rubin and Rubin 162). 

In addition, I interviewed Abdo Menehem, a factory owner who provided custom

made cake pans for Dofia Petrona. Other interviews included Nelida Caneva, director of the 

culinary school, Escuela de Cocina de Belgrano, formerly Association o/Ec6nomas y 

Gastr6nomas (Association of Home Economics and Gastronomes created by Dofia Petrona 

in 1975). During the interviews I asked a series of main questions (Rubin and Rubin 158) 

which provided important data and many details. I had the opportunity to interview Cristina 

Dillon, a food industry consultant and very close friend of Dofia Petrona, and the journalist, 

cookbook writer and friend of Dona Petrona, Maria Adela Baldi. I also met briefly Marcela 

Massut, granddaughter of Dofia Petrona and owner of a catering business. Much of my data 

was obtained from the Biblioteca Nacional de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires; and some of my 
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information was derived from personal observations, for example, during my visits to several 

fresh pasta factories, catering businesses, and restaurants. 

This research considers also the interplay with the French cuisine in the development 

of taste preferences in Argentina and how association with sophistication can lead to upward 

mobility. The work of Bourdieu in Distinction reveals the importance of education, among 

other factors of social mobility: "educational qualifications function as a condition to enter 

the universe of legitimate culture[ . . . ] educational qualifications come to be seen as a 

guarantee of the capacity to adopt the aesthetic disposition" (Bourdieu 28). 

According to Alicia Bernasconi, an authority on immigration in Buenos Aires, during 

the middle of the twentieth century Italian immigrants had become the personification of 

Argentine values of the well fed with a good job, and "pane e lavoro" became their slogan. 

The melding ofltalian and the local, creole, culinary techniques created a new breed of 

celebrity chefs who appeared on local television shows, and helps to explains the simplicity 

and yet the richness of menus at Buenos Aires restaurants. This thesis thus examines the 

culinary habits of immigrants in terms of cultural identity. In view of the interdisciplinary 

character of my thesis, several issues are considered: those of ethnography, history, 

immigration, socio-economics, and gender. 

The final part of this thesis deals briefly with the new gourmet tendencies in 

Argentina and the inclination toward French cuisine. Since political factors have been 

important components in the country's culinary metamorphosis, I have consulted studies of 

middle class women and their dietary preferences. I discuss how these women's 

achievements, in securing a politically active voice as well as leading positions in business 
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and politics, have influenced their food choices and their families' dietary habits. Several 

writers--Luis Alberto Romero, Alejandro Bunge, Gustavo G. Levene, Carmen Bernand, and 

Raul Puigb6 among them--have amply treated the matter of political rights; hence, I devote 

most of my attention to food and dietary preferences. I focus on how Argentine cuisine 

developed into a new hybrid cultural expression, with immigration the crucial vehicle and 

with guidance by Dofia Petrona. The three elements of this thesis introduction consist of: 

gastronomic trilogy, an overview; immigrants' culinary contribution away from meat; and 

educational opportunities: social and political upward mobility. 

Gastronomic trilogy: an overview 

This thesis is titled "Pampa, Puchero, Petrona: an Argentine gastronomic trilogy." 

The Pampa, the vast plains, represents the gaucho tradition and power of the meat industry. 

Puchero, or stew, symbolizes the mass of immigrants who arrived in Argentina from 

different parts of Europe, each with their own traditions, even when they came from the same 

country--as the Italians from the north and those from other areas of Italy brought cuisines 

specific to their own regions. This puchero also includes the contributions of immigrants 

from other countries, such as Lebanon, Syria and Armenia. Finally, Dofia Petrona de 

Gandulfo personified the fusion of culinary culture and became the voice of middle class 

women. The title reflects the formation of a new gastronomic culture during the years 1935 

to 1985. During this period, events such as the appearance of the television industry and the 

creation of Argentina's Central Bank, whose main task was to maintain monetary stability, 

served as manifestations of a dynamic economy (Romero 72). 

In 1935, political controversies surrounding the meat industry became a public 

scandal. Senator Lisandra de la Torre exposed the corruption of a group of estancieros 
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(wealthy ranchers) and their links to thefrigorifico (meat packing) industry dominated by the 

British. Senator De la Torre denounced the corruption in the beef industry and exposed to the 

public that the meat packing industry, protected by the government, did not pay taxes. 

Moreover, the privileged meat packers gave preferences to ranchers in the government, 

among them the Treasury secretary, Pinedo, and the Agriculture secretary, Luis Duhau. The 

scandal and conflict escalated to a violent conclusion at the National Congress, when Senator 

Enzo Bordabehere, "compaiiero de bancada" (benchmate) of Senador De la Torre, was 

assassinated by a shot directed to De la Torre by a man related to Duhau (Romero 78-79). 

More than a century before this scandal, Doming Faustino Sarmiento, one of Argentine's 

earliest presidents, declared that "las vacas hacen el camino de la politica Argentina "_(cows 

made Argentine's policies) (Levene 283). Clearly the beef industry in Argentina influenced 

politics for years. It was in 1935 also that Dona Petrona was contracted by the Junta 

Nacional de Carnes to write a book with recipes that included beef other than veal as a 

measure to diminish the excessive consumption of veal by the Italians. 

During the second half of the nineteenth century, Argentine women won their 

suffrage rights while simultaneously the struggle for the organization of strong unions began. 

Legislation granted workers fair provisions that bettered their living conditions--including 

increased salaries, health benefits, vacations and protected their rights. Over the next several 

decades, technological advances, among them the introduction of the gas stove, facilitated 

women's work. Gradually and consistently, these changes favored the emergence of a strong 

middle class. All of these permanent adjustments produced a change in the way porteiios 

(residents of Buenos Aires) eat. In 1954, the new medium of television offered a platform 

not only to politicians but also to Dofia Petrona de Gandulfo, a cookbook writer who became 
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a successful television personality. In the political field, the rise of a powerful middle class 

and the role played by women during the peronismo period, along with "the movement of 

middle class women into white-collar jobs, reinforced the existing class stmcture by 

supporting the life style of this group at the expense of the working class" (Safa 133). All of 

these factors facilitated a re-shaping of culinary habits. 

Immigrant's culinary contribution away from meat 

Argentine gastronomy is the result of an immigrant amalgamation, molded by the 

country's most prolific, successful, and respected culinary expert, Dona Petrona. There were 

other cookbook writers before Dona Petrona, such as Juana Manuela Gorri ti ( 1899), who 

wrote Cocina Eclectica ( Eclectic Cuisine). According to Jeff Tobin, author of La 

Construci6n Culinaria de la Nacionalidad, Gorriti "represents a transitional community of 

high class women" while Dona Petrona "represents the emerging middle class in Argentina" 

(Tobin 36). Furthermore, Tobin adds, despite the fact that Dona Petrona includes many 

haute cuisine recipes, she also welcomed several traditional provincial cuisines. Dona 

Petrona' s cuisine is criolla creole or mixed, which in this sense also means local. Even if it 

has European elements, her approach to cooking also celebrates local cuisine. In this thesis I 

will explore and demonstrate how the actual Argentine culinary habits of the middle class 

changed from a diet centered on beef, with very few other types of food except potatoes, to 

one that incorporates a wide variety of dishes. Each of these dishes represents the reflection 

of the hybridism of Argentina society. 

Meat was and perhaps still is the best indicator of political and social stability in 

Argentina. During the winter of 1952, the crisis that would force Peron from office was 

developing. People were forced to eat poor quality bread, meat was absent from markets, and 
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availability of electric power was limited; all these factors were indicators of a critical 

political situation. During that winter, Eva Peron, the symbol of Argentina's lost prosperity, 

died (Romero 122). Evita's death seemed like a point of no return for President Peron. 

However, other elements were already at work in changing this Argentine diet-

among the most important, European immigrants, specifically Italians. Italian immigrants 

came from varied geographic locations, such as the Piedmont in the north and Naples in the 

extreme south, and each group brought with them their own culinary preferences, adapting 

them to the resources of their new county. By 1855, the Italians and French already 

outnumbered Spaniards in the country's capital (Romero 46). 

During the nineteenth century, most Latin American governments tried to entice 

European immigrants to "whiten and civilize" their country. These racist agendas, however, 

did not produce the desired effects. Peru for instance attracted in a century fewer European 

immigrants than Argentina did in one month in spite of Peru's contracted propaganda agents, 

offers of free ship passage, free lodging and tools, and access to water (Moya 19). Thus, 

argued Moya, only regions with good climate and a large-scale agricultural industry that 

could offer high salaries, and thus a better life style, were attractive to European immigrants. 

Italian immigrants came early to Argentina and their children played significant roles in the 

formation of the country. One of the most important was Manuel Belgrano, son of an Italian 

immigrant, whose name appears in Argentina's history as part of the first independent 

civilian government, or Junta, in 1818 (Devoto 123). 

Argentine gastronomy and culinary habits expanded beyond simple meat 

consumption with the emergence of sophisticated dishes based on immigrants' cuisine. Dofia 

Petrona, through her radio programs in the early decades of the twentieth century, her later 
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magazine articles, and finally, her television appearances (after the arrival of television in 

1951), made her indelible mark on how her countrymen eat. Her television show, along with 

the Book ofDoiia Petrona, contributed to a change to more sophisticated meals based on 

creole ingredients and elaborate methods, ultimately producing a new cuisine of multicultural 

flavors and textures. 

The research I did in situ revealed the changes and evolution of the different ethnic 

contributions and their fusion with Argentina's traditional cuisine, resulting in what today 

appears a more unified cuisine than that of the middle twentieth century. When I refer to 

traditional Argentine gastronomy, I mean creole dishes such as puchero, which depending on 

the preparation can be a rich, thick soup; humitas, an Argentine version of tamales; 

matambre, which is cut in thin slices to make sanguches (sandwiches); and an Argentine 

version of pizza, the pizza con palmito. The diversity of dishes found in Buenos Aires is the 

result of the continual influx of various ethnic groups. Unlike the mass European 

immigrations of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, immigrants to Argentina now 

come from neighboring countries such as Peru and Bolivia and, most recently, from as far 

away as Venezuela. Other neighbors, Paraguay and Uruguay, supplied immigrants to 

Argentina long before any Europeans arrived there. 

Educational opportunities: social and political upward mobility 

This study explores the context of an Argentine gastronomic culture, considering the 

porteiios (inhabitants of Buenos Aires) sophisticated taste. I will interpret the rise and nature 

of the development of this country's popular cuisine through Pierre Bourdieu' s Distinction, 

which provided me with a theoretical framework. The implications of hybrid culinary habits 

on such institutions as the family meal are immense, and their benefits invaluable. For 
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instance, one typical Argentine family dish, based on the traditional milanesa napolitana, 

has become a rich and unique version of the original dish from Milan, a slice of veal meat 

covered with bread. Naples, on the other hand, has its pizza, which Argentina converted to its 

own version, pizza con palmito. The dynamic process of Argentine cuisine, which has 

incorporated and transformed various dishes from Italian immigrants, reveals the genesis of 

an authentic cuisine. The benefits, as mentioned, are invaluable. To begin with, meat 

consumption has diminished or even been displaced by the consumption of vegetables and 

cheese; for example, marinara style tomato sauce rather than meat sauce, or croquetas dulces 

de arroz con salsa mascarpone ( Ottini 58). (Croquetas are a mix of eggs, bread, and the 

main ingredient, in this case rice, mixed and rounded or flattened as little cakes to be fried in 

hot oil) a dish brought by the Spaniards. Mascarpone is one of the traditional Italian soft 

cheeses comparable to ricotta. Among gourmet sandwiches is a popular one made with a 

slice of eggplant, pieces of tomato and basil leaves, all on a slice of bread previously 

"painted" with olive oil. An entree might be risotto with pumpkin, leaks and thin slices of 

country cheese (Pini 34). In view of the positive influences of integrating immigrant cuisine 

into the mainstream, including dishes without meat, the increase in vegetables and fruit 

consumption has led to improvements in health and nutrition. 

Despite the Great Depression that occurred in the United States, Argentina in 1933 

reached some degree of stability. With fiscal discipline it achieved another cycle of relative 

prosperity, particularly in the food industry, between 1934 and 1937. Unfortunately, 

however, the agricultural sector experienced a decline in produce prices that affected mostly 

the Pampas region, where cattle are raised in great numbers (Romero, 75). 
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Indeed, the immigrant masses have had to live in very precarious conditions while 

keeping the industrial sector in full operation. Curiously, even if in times of unemployment in 

the agricultural sector, Italians found jobs without much complication thanks to friends and 

family connections. Italians managed to make a living (Baily, 71). The cycle of prosperity 

from 1934 to 1937 did not reach blue-collar immigrants. Their situation was brought to the 

attention of citizens concerned with social justice, and groups of workers in similar 

circumstances started fighting to improve political and economic conditions of the 

unemployed. Workers' demands were used by the government to redirect its massive polices 

in order to obtain electoral victory. 

The administration at that time, Radicales, used food as a political instrument and 

gave "came barata," or "came 'radical,"' low priced or "radical" meat, in keeping with the 

radical party name, a political party still in existence today. The party manipulated as a 

political instrument the lack of money for bread and rent (for apartment and houses) in their 

slogan "el pan y la renta," while their opponents, the socialists, aimed at improving 

education, family values and culture. All of these circumstances created a change in the 

political attitude. As a result the new citizens, most of them immigrant workers and their 

families, were offered more educational opportunities and became aware of their political 

rights; they were ready to strive to improve their living conditions. The educated children of 

immigrants have been integrated into Argentine society with prospects for a better future. 

Gradually, the gap between society and government has been closing (Romero, 56). 

Education as the main tool to build a strong and prosperous country was a purpose 

also of President Sarmiento "He advised women to delay marring until they had obtained 

their education" (Beezley and MacLachlan 129). Thanks to the implementation of at least 
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some of his educational policies, the children of immigrants gradually began to be 

dissociated from their parents' status, gaining access to universities and obtaining an 

academic degree, which in turn has transformed many of them into reputable professionals. 

Validating the Melting Pot theory, immigrants to Argentina rapidly assimilated into 

the host culture, especially the second wave of immigrants. This suggests that the paisani (in 

Italy paisani are people from the same region) network of ethnic groups helps in the 

adaptation process (Otero & Pellegrino 108). Their academic preparation permitted them 

access to important positions in the public and private sector. Among the most notable of 

these children of immigrants, three achieved the highest public position, president of 

Argentina: Arturo Frondizi, an Italian; Raul Alfonsfn, a Spaniard; and Carlos Menen, a 

"turco" from Syria (Bernard 222). I would include also current Argentinean President Nestor 

Kirchner. His father is an Argentinean of Swiss descent and his mother is Chilean born with 

a Croatian background; his heritage seems representative of the richness of the immigrant 

tradition in Argentina. 

Immigrants attracted to the industrial and agricultural transformation found, along 

with some degree of difficulty, an open society that offered opportunities to all. Despite 

tensions and struggles, immigrants eventually became assimilated and harmony prevailed 

(Romero 15). Indeed, immigrants have become the personification of the Argentine value of 

people well fed with a good job; "pane e lavoro" was a very popular expression among 

recent immigrants, and they used it in letters to their families in Italy (Bernasconi). Without a 

doubt, this expression not only suggested the abundance and better living conditions they 

found in Argentina, it also encouraged others to consider leaving Italy for the prosperous 
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land. Many jobs were available in their new home, particularly in the construction industry

building railroads, public works (such as the first subway in South America), new roads, etc. 

This thesis also explains how the education and labor movements supported the 

impulse toward upward social mobility and adaptation to the new country. Immigrants 

became motivated to become Argentinean citizens, with all the rights and duties that status 

offers and guarantees. According to Romero, the struggle for the political rights for women, 

specifically suffrage, gained strength with the arrival of peronism. Much of the credit is 

attributed to Evita, formally Maria Eva Duarte de Peron. However, before Evita, since 1900 

other women, such as Alicia Moreau, Julieta Lanteri de Renshaw, Victoria Ocampo, and 

feminist groups, kept the controversial fight alive ( Romero 65). But they never achieved 

what Evita did fighting for this fundamental right for Argentinean women. 

Buenos Aires, as other important cities in Latin America--Rio de Janeiro, Lima, 

Veracruz, and Panama, among others--is a harbor city, thus is also a commercial center for 

merchandise and human transport. El Puerto (the Harbor) de Buenos Aires is the site where 

thousands of immigrants arrived from Europe. It is also the place where ships departed to 

Europe with wealthy Argentineans, preferring Paris and London, in that order, as their 

destination; since a well-cultivated person should have close contact with French culture, 

including art, literature and cuisine. This attitude among the affluent was not exclusive to 

Argentina; in Mexico, Venezuela, and many other countries, the pattern is the same-to 

Paris! For the Argentineans, "El viaje a Europa, import6 e importa a las clases alt as, a la 

burguesia ya las intelectuales; esos grupos actualizar6n y actualizan todas las 

significaciones que el traslado despierta" (Jitril, 19). (Travel to Europe was important to the 

upper classes, the middle class [bourgeoisie] and the intellectuals, because those groups 
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updated Argentine [ with novelties from Europe]). Among those novelties brought by the 

"travelers" were fashions, literature, and cuisine. 

Argentina is a country of immigrants, not only Italian but also French. In fact, the 

French presence in Argentina goes back to colonial times. Raymond Chevalier, "Ramon," 

owned the first culinary school in Buenos Aires. "Ramon," a French chef whose cafe was the 

chosen meeting place for the Argentine founding fathers (Hoss de le Comte 10). The ethnic 

influence in the culinary field is a confirmation of the fusion of ingredients and cooking 

methods producing Argentina's rich cuisine and a reflection of an assimilating Argentine 

culture. 
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CHAPTER II - LAS PAMPAS 

Las Pampas: the wild, immense land 
Sacred cows make the best hamburgers Mark Twain 

What most people think of when it comes to Argentine gastronomy is beef. 

Argentine beef comes from Las Pampas, the immense, largely unpopulated central area of 

the country where only grass grows. According to Argentinean historian Gustavo G. Levene, 

even today, five centuries after the Spanish Conquest and despite tractors and human efforts, 

this territory continues to justify by the absence of trees and bushes the name Pampas, which 

means "open land" in the indigenous Quechua language. Indeed, the Pampas is an enormous 

expanse of land where the natives found abundant meat from deer, ostrich, and wild game, 

their main sources of protein for centuries if not millennia (Levene 22). The Pampas 

constitute the first element within the gastronomic trilogy discussed in this thesis. Asado, the 

meal most associated with Argentine cuisine, originated on the Pampas. And the Pampas are 

also the source of rich traditions such as the estancias and the gauchos, the latter who have 

become the personification of Argentina to people around the world. 

Game was the most abundant resource and the main source of food for the natives of 

the Pampas, and hunting was their source of subsistence since wild animals were plentiful 

there. Some of these animals were distant relatives of camels, among them vicufia, alpaca, 

and guanaco. However, vicufia and alpaca, a kind of llama, were tamed by the indigenous 

peoples, since they considered them holy and only to be sacrificed for religious ceremonies. 

But they used the meat once dried and salted, which they called charqui (Lovera 25). Later 

we will see how the gauchos made use of indigenous techniques to survive on the Pampas. 

The guanaco, tallest South American four-legged animal ( 1.1 meter or 3.6 feet), has 

excellent meat and its skin is used on blankets; also, its wool is a raw material for fabrics 
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(27). La vicuiia, very similar to the llama, is the smallest among the South American 

camelidae and also the most graceful and elegant. "Its wool is as soft as silk," said Lovera 

(26). The iiandu is an ostrich like bird, and las perdices large wild hens. 

While the game diet of the indigenous inhabitants of the pampas constituted their 

habitual source of nutrition, the diet of the Indians of northwestern Argentina was quite 

different. They were considerably influenced by the Incas of Peru, who knew how to 

cultivate land and practiced irrigation (Hoss de le Comte 7). The prevalence of corn in their 

diet was instrumental to the origin of humita, of which there are two versions: one a thick 

soup and the other a kind of tamale (Elichondo 52). These are just a small sample of the 

many South American indigenous corn dishes. In Food in World History, Pilcher argues that 

Latin Americans embraced migrant food, while in the United States there was some 

resistance to it (82). This openness to new fare is evident in the ease with which Italian dishes 

became part of the habitual Argentine diet, as happened with risotto and ravioli. Culinary 

differences between regions in the northwest and the central plains of Argentina eventually 

blended and their diets converged ( Berreteaga 9) but meat would remain the most important 

food, even as cattle replaced wild game. 

Indigenous nomads Ii ved on the pampas, moving from place to place hunting, fishing, 

and gathering wild plant foods while cultivating corn. They consumed the meat raw of the 

animals they hunted (Hoss de le Comte 7). The Pampas offered not only ideal conditions for 

cattle but for wheat cultivation as well. At the beginning of the twentieth century Argentina 

started to diversify its exports; at this time the prospects for cultivation of cereals made 

Argentina a very attractive place to European immigrants. Indeed, Argentine wheat provided 

Europe with bread. "The Pampas was, for a huge mass of European immigrants, a tenting 
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horizon that promised a better future [based on] the importance of agriculture [ ... ] wheat 

grows on the Pampas and increased the bread on European tables" (Levene 252). 

The abundant cattle on the Pampas allowed for large consumption of beef, and 

immigrants became among the enthusiastic consumers. By the early twentieth century, the 25 

million head of cattle on the Pampas outnumbered the human population five to one and 

Argentina had replaced the United States as the major supplier of meat to the British market 

(Baily 18). The beef industry generated work and wealth. Until the early twentieth century 

Argentina enjoyed great prosperity and was among the wealthiest nations of the world, 

I 
thanks to the fertile farms and ranches that spread over the Pampas. On Argentineans' 

frequent and long stays in Europe, their wealth gave rise to the old saying "Rich as an 

Argentine." However, that became just a shadow from the past, as agricultural and political 

conflicts created instability in the country and economic crises became more frequent 

(Kandell 1-2). This instability, which occurred more often than expected, had relatively little 

effect on the wealth of the old and powerful families, the estancieros, or large landholders, 

who often leased land to immigrant farmers, while cattle ranching remained the province of 

the estancieros themselves. 

The Power of Estancieros 
My favorite animal is steak. Fran Lebowitz 

There have traditionally been four groups that wielded power in South America: the 

industriales of Brazil, the cafetaleros of Colombia, the bananeros of Ecuador, and the 

I Estancieros of Argentina. The word estancia means a mansion where wealthy people stay for 

a while; it comes from the Spanish verb estar, to stay, and an estanciero is the estancia 

owner. During the last decade of the nineteenth century, the government initiated the 

I Conquista de! Desierto, or Desert Conquest. It was a mechanism to nationalize vast 
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extensions of land to be later transferred for a nominal price to people with government 

connections, some of whom were already landowners. This government action consolidated 

la clase terrateniente, another name for the landowner class or estancieros. The 

terratenientes controlled the Pampas and reaped enormous profits from this land (Romero 

20). Very fine cattle were raised there; the quality and purity of the herds resulted from 

hybridization with English breeds such as Shorthorns and Herefords. The agricultural 

industry that developed on the Pampas has always been associated with cattle. With 

investment from the powerful estancieros and their business partners, that immense 

landscape could support vast herds. Land became the main commodity and the main 

requirement for entry into the new social class of estancieros, the oligarquia. 

The oligarquia became very powerful, to the point of controlling many public 

activities (Romero 21). As the estancieros grew richer and as investors were needed for 

major projects such as railroads, the British became eager to participate in those projects and 

the wealth they generated. The interaction between the estancieros and the British developed 

into a long and solid business partnership. The railroads offered efficient and inexpensive 

transportation; investing in them proved to be very lucrative and led to diversification into 

growing markets such as wool and beef. British business partnerships negotiated important 

deals with estancieros, and business profits soared; the profits were shared among the 

estancieros, the foreign investors, and the government (Romero 22). 

The government began investing those profits in public works. This affluent situation 

created jobs for the many immigrants and provided opportunity to the lucky ones to own 

talleres, shops (Romero 22). Mass immigration deeply reconfigured Argentine society, 

increasing the population from 1.8 million in 1869 to 7.8 million in 1914; in Buenos Aires 
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the city population increased from 180 thousand to 1.5 million. Two out of three inhabitants 

of the city were foreign; Italians comprised the ethnic immigrant majority (Romero 23). Each 

of them came hoping for a better life--including better nutrition--which Argentina more than 

most other countries allowed them to achieve. 

The richness of the soil and excellent growing conditions of the Pampas permitted 

raising of sheep as well as cattle, and there was a demand for wool in European factories. 

Sheep consumption is more popular there than the asado in the south, where raising cattle 

replaced sheep in 1990 (Romero 21 ). Raising sheep provided many immigrants an 

opportunity to make a decent living; most of those were Irish or from the Basque country in 

Spain (Moya 18). Italians settled mostly in Buenos Aires or in Mar del Plata. Some 

immigrants from southern Italy found the sea on Mar del Plata a place where they could 

continue working as fishermen. One of them, Sebastiano Celestino, was born in Sicily and 

remained at Mar del Plata for more than sixty years. At almost ninety years of age he 

confessed, in a Spanish sprinkled with Italian, that the sea is his life. Though at times he 

loves to have an asado, his favorite dish continues to be fish, "merluza a la marinera" with 

garlic, parsley and olive oil. Celestina's diet is far richer in seafood than meat (Henestrosa 

91 ). The Italian community has a strong influence in the city of Mar del Plata. One of the 

most recognized chefs, 1 ose Pepe Carbone, a third generation Italian born in Argentina, 

offers at his restaurant "una cocina evolucionada," an evolutionary cuisine, a pioneer menu 

combining traditional Italian cuisine with some Argentinean influences, including seafood, 

pastas and beef (Henestrosa 87). 

Indeed meat was the most important resource both as food and as economic power. 

That power caused Sarmiento to say: "I am fighting against the oligarquias. For I am a 
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decent person, except that I do not have an estancia" (Luna 131). Clearly, the significance of 

Sarmiento's affirmation increased the opposition of his adversaries. Despite opposition, his 

greatest triumph would come later with education for the immigrants. 

Asado: a masculine tradition 
No nos une el amor, sino el asado. Alejandro Frango 

Asado is the equivalent of barbecue in the United States, where meat is cooked or 

grilled over fire. However, the Argentinean asado includes a set of rules, among them: the 

kind of wood that should be used to make the fire, the order in which meat is put on the grill 

to cook, use of the right knife, and the amount of time cooking the meat. Asado is more than 

just eating barbecued meat; it is ceremonial and must follow a ritual in which el hombre de la 

casa, the man of the house, takes a leading role. The asado ceremony is a time to share with 

friends and family, and often a way to celebrate a special event. "El asado es comida de los 

domingos que se comparte con la familia," said Hoss de le Comte ( 40). (Asado is a Sunday 

meal shared with the family.) 

La cocina del gaucho offers the following explanation of asado: Grilling meat over a 

fire on a grill, over rocks, on a wooden stick, and in other ways, is not unique to Argentines. 

The gauchos used to take a shot of gin and bring their guitars during their long journey 

toward the pampas where they ate the asado. The gauchos' ritual of asado began with the 

process of selecting the cow from among the fattest ones. They ate the rib meat without the 

bones, or vacio, which is similar to flank steak. The most important part of the asado ritual 

process is setting the meat over the fire and cooking it while keeping its hide; this is "an 

Argentine invention," explains La cocina del guacho (55). This unique way of cooking meat 

is known as asado con cuero, and it must be eaten cold. In addition, asado includes achuras 
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andfacturas. Achuras are the internal organs, considered a delicacy. The indigenous peoples 

there, however, did not eat achuras, a word derived from the Araucan language: achuraj 

means "what it is not useful throw away." Today, the internal organs are an indispensable 

part of asado; these include chinchulines (intestine), riiiones (kidneys), and criadillas 

(testicles), and they are greatly valued in Argentina--in great contrast to the indigenous 

expression of disdain. (This facet of Argentine asado also differs from barbecue in the U.S. 

because many Americans consider internal organs inedible and rarely include them in their 

barbecues.) Facturas are meat derivatives-- chorizvs (sausages), morcilla (blood sausage), 

and salchichas (frankfurters)-a form of seasoned meat stuffed into a casing, which 

originated in Spain, Italy and France (56). Once chorizvs are ready to be cooked, pincharlos 

must be made--small incisions to facilitate releasing fat and avoiding sparks while on the 

grill, while morcillas, already cooked, need to be put on the grill at the last moment (Hoss de 

le Comte 41). Given the contribution of facturas from the immigrants, asado without a doubt 

is evidence of the fusion of food habits in the genesis of Argentina's unique cuisine. 

Monica Hoss de le Comte, author of La Cocina Argentina, dedicated a chapter to El 

Asado. In that chapter she explains that "the asador, who owns the beef, the knife, and the 

fire, is always a man" ( 40). Anthropologist Jack Goody points out that sexual division in 

cooking is an old practice since the Egyptian courts, which used to employ only men as 

cooks: "it was they [men] who took over the women's recipes for daily cooking and 

transformed them into a court cuisine" (Godoy 10 l ). The traditional Argentine asado does 

not differ too much from the American barbecue where men are predominently in charge of 

the grilling, and enjoy doing it. As centuries ago, asado is done by an asador, the person-a 
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man--in charge of cooking the meat. Hacer asado es cosa de hombres: Making asado is a 

man's job (Cabrera 31 ). 

Facundo Cabrera mentions Concolorcorvo, a Spanish author visiting Buenos Aires, 

who in 1773 narrated his experiences of asado among the gauchos: "[they] killed the cow 

and ate it almost raw. While some of them [guachos] liked to eat a chunk of meat, others 

preferred to eat only the stomach and intestines. Most prodigious was watching seeing them 

killing the cow and putting the meat over the fire, using one piece of charcoal and at times a 

piece of estiercol," or manure (Cabrera 25). 

There are a variety ways to make an asado: for instance, a la parrilla, on the grill as a 

barbecue, or asado vertical, grilling the meat on a stick held in a vertical position. Asado 

vertical is the most primitive way of cooking the meat and the oldest; in spite of that, it is still 

in use because it offers an advantage over the parrilla in that the fat drips on the ground 

rather than over the grill. To make an asado vertical it is necessary to have an estaca, which 

is a long stick of wood or metal, with a gancho (a hook) holding the piece of meat over the 

charcoal in the vertical position. The meat is then carefully turned around in order to cook it 

on all sides. The best way to do an asado, however, is with an asador vertical giratorio, 

which has a mechanical instrument attached to the estaca that automatically turns the meat 

around (Cabrera 41). 

According to Professor Alejandro Frango, Argentinean writer and lecturer, 

Argentineans fight among themselves about everything, from the best football (soccer) team 

to the best tango. But, he says, if anything can unite Argentineans, it is the asado. As an 

explanation of that particularity of the Argentinean people, he confirms that asado is an 

institution in Argentina; it is the "national identity." The main ingredient is beef, thus the 
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cow is essential. Cow adoration in Argentina can be compared with that in India, but where 

the cow is sagrada (sacred) in India, it is the asado that elevates it in Argentina-.. the same 

devotion but different altars, added Frango (interview) 

Asado is basically meat over parrilla, in the most pure way, without sauces, 
species or sophistication. It symbolizes our hospitality, and friendship. Asado 
is also a shameless exposition of our economy: easy richness, without too 
much work; cows take care of themselves; they eat and reproduce on our 
plains. We can do a historic lecture around asado. Fundamentally, asado can 
bring out capricious aspects of our personalities. We complain and discuss 
during the asado, we like to compare ourselves with other countries while 
having an asado, we feel upset about our luck, we express our insecurity, and 
once in a while we brag about our great territory, so generous especially with 
its scrumptious meat that we devour it as the national shield of Argentinean 
cuisine. (Frango interview) 

Several Buenos Aires restaurants that specialize in authentic Argentine cuisine 

offering many variations of asado are very popular. The variations depend primarily on 

different cuts of meat: for example, asado de tira, or long strip of meat; vacio, equivalent to 

flank steak; asado de costillas or ribs, asado con cuero, beef done with the animal skin; 

bife de chorizo, a filet mignon; asado de ternera, or veal; bife mariposa, filet mignon cut in 

half so it will cook well (keep in mind that Argentineans like meat well done, without blood); 

churrasco, a chunk of marbled beef; and colita de cuadril, the meat close to the cow's tail. 

Each cut has different properties and each requires a particular way of cooking it. For 

example, asado de tiras is the most traditional cut from the cow's ribs, and it is lean meat. 

Bife de chorizo is a piece of meat with only one line of fat, kind of marbled; it has a long 

triangle shape. Bife mariposa could be a bife de chorizo or a piece of steak without bone, but 

it is cut in half, creating a butterfly effect. Churrasco is meat halfway done, it is a thick 

square, with an exquisite flavor according to Cabrera (78). Vacio is what covers the cow's 

lower ribs. The traditional matambre is the leanest part of ribs and forms a big, flat piece of 
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meat. Contrary to the popular notion that young cows are tastier than adults, Cabrera asserts 

that for a more flavorful matambre the older cow is better (90). Clearly, in a country like 

Argentina, beef allows for the creation of many meat dishes. 

In addition to meat, Argentineans consume many dairy products, including milk and 

several kind of cheeses. This is part of the Italian heritage; the parmesano cheese, very close 

to the original Parma version has a good reputation among food experts (Frango interview) 

Italians enjoy dairy products such as yogurt, cottage and other cheeses, since milk products 

are welcome in that culture. However, in certain cultures milk consumption is not acceptable. 

According to Food Historian Felipe Fernandez- Armesto- herding made a huge difference in 

the human diet, not only providing meat and a assorted new food products but also 

influencing the evolutionary process of digestion-most importantly for this discussion: 

lactose tolerance. Lactose is a sugar found in milk, "a substance that makes milk digestible-

after infancy" (Fernandez- Armesto 71) many cultures in Europe, Central Asia, North 

America, the Middle East, and South America also, are among those that can consume dairy 

products. Some cultures, however, like the Chinese and Japanese, include no milk products 

in their diet. For one thing, they find dairy food disgusting, and for another, they are lactose 

intolerant, cannot easily digest milk or its derivatives (80). 

Milk is a very important main ingredient not only in cheeses but also in the national 

Argentine dessert, dulce de leche, or thick sweet milk, which is the perfect complement after 

an asado ( Frango interview). Habitual consumption of cheese and dulce de leche confirms 

milk tolerance among Argentines. Asado was a men's meal, and in the past dessert was 

excluded. Today, it is acceptable for men to eat ice cream, fruit salad, typical cheeses and 
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sweets, dulce de leche among them. Women are included in asado, but only as eaters; they 

are in charge of preparing salads and dessert (Cabrera 18). 

In the central zone of Argentina, beef means only cattle or ganado vacuno. 

Argentina's history is without a doubt linked to the history of beef there and the work and 

workers associated with cattle and the industry: vaquerias, saladeros, andfrigorific, and the 

most symbolic and well known of all, the gaucho. Vaquerias and saladeros particularly were 

tasks reserved for men only. The gaucho has a long tradition; and controversial opinions 

have linked his image to that of a bdrbaro or barbarian. 

It was Domingo Faustino Sarmiento, one of Argentina's earliest presidents, known 

for his efforts in education and selective immigration, who first referred to the gaucho 

lifestyle as barbaric. His opinion, as an expert on Sarmiento has pointed out, was not so much 

to criticize the gauchos as to associate the Rosas dictatorship with the "barbarie del gaucho" 

(Luna 57). After all, the gauchos were excluded from educational opportunities and the 

means to dignify their lives. Many had to learn to survive in the most inhospitable 

environment, which helped create the image of them as rude, strong, irreverent, and 

adventurous. That image was later changed, and gauchos now represent the symbol of the 

Argentine Pampas and associated traditions. Today, gauchos work at the estancias as 

entertainers, demonstrating their excellent skills as cowboys to tourists. 

El Gaucho: barbarian or marginalized worker 

The gauchos were the legendary inhabitants of the Pampas after the natives, who 

were marginalized and denied land and cattle, were eventually eliminated (Cabrera 19). The 

real gaucho lives on meat, cooked or boiled--for months sometimes on meat alone. With such 
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dietary habits, it is not surprising that a group of four to six men can finish a whole calf one 

year of age in the blink of an eye (Cabrera 27). The gauchos have been immortalized, among 

other things for eating beef in their customary way, as asado. 

Charles Darwin, in Viaje de un naturalista por la Patagonia (A Naturalist Travels to 

Patagonia), describes how in 1823 he ate came con cuero, or beef with hide on it. One of 

his travel companions, Santiago, chose a big cow to kill and eat its beef. A struggle ensued 

between the terrified cow and the exhausted Santiago and his horse. The cow was finally 

overcome and killed, with just one knife stoke, and fell "as if hit by a lightning". The recipe 

'Asado a la Darwin ' owes its name to Darwin's narration of his experience on the Pampas 

(Cabrera 60). 

The gaucho's story is also linked to the occupations involved in raising, herding and 

transporting cattle: vaquerias, saladeros y frigorificos. The vaqueria best characterizes the 

adventurous activities associated with the cowboy's life. According to Facundo Cabrera, 

vaqueria refers to the method of chasing and capturing the ganado cimarr6n, or wild cattle of 

the Pampas ( 18). One hundred years after Don Pedro de Mendoza, founder of Argentina, 

arrived at the Rio de la Plata, ganado cimarr6n were grazing on the Pampas. Ganado 

cimarr6n were the descendents of domesticated cattle brought over by the Spanish 

conquistadors which escaped from the corrals and pastures to roam free on immense plains. 

Free of predators and with plenty to eat, these cows and the bulls, as well as wild horses, 

wandered and reproduced in great number (Cabrera 14 ). According to food historian 

Margarita Elichondo, it was Juan de Garay, another Spanish conquistador, in neighboring 

Paraguay, who between 1573 and 1580 brought with him the first arreos. Arreos refer to 

herds of cattle guided by a cowboy and transported from place to place. The cowboys who 
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guarded the arreos were the gauchos. The Pampas offered optimum conditions for cattle to 

reproduce, and within a few years the number of cattle had indeed increased enormously 

(Elichondo 157); controlling them was a challenge. To do so, landowners organized 

vaquerias. During the vaquerias, cowboys departed on horseback along with their dogs to 

kill cattle and bring back meat, along with the skins or hide, to sell, since leather too was a 

highly profitable commodity. The vaquerias eventually developed into an institution much 

like the North American rodeo. 

According to Ondina Fachel Leal, the gauchos were glorified for their honor, 

freedom, and bravery. Most gauchos lived and worked segregated from women; usually they 

stayed on cattle ranches or estancias. They were an indispensable element of the vaqueria as 

good soldiers were indispensable in the War of Independence (Cabrera 24). During a 

vaqueria, after chasing and catching a cow, the guachos tied their legs before killing them. In 

addition to the danger posed by cattle fighting for their lives, the gauchos also faced a 

constant Indian threat. They were the only workers willing to take on that kind of work (Leal 

2). 

Although the gaucho is an appealing national symbol, in reality they were neglected 

and exploited by their employers and their social needs were ignored (Leal 3). As Leal 

expressed in her work, the fact is that the gauchos were mistreated; they lived mostly under 

conditions of severe poverty and limited opportuniy, which made them targets of injustices. 

They saw their land constrained by the estancias and alambre de puas (barbed wire). 

The image associating gauchos with delinquents and the worst kind of people was 

also prevalent. In 1872, with the publication of Mart{n Fierro:1 writer Jose Hernandez 

revealed that the gauchos were not barbarians but instead victims of injustices from the 
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government. Hernandez exposed their lack of opportunities for a better life, not as a defense 

of the barbarie (barbarian), as Sarmiento portrayed them, but rather as a way to request they 

be granted rights as citizens and to end government repression against them. Hernanadez also 

denounced the government for denying gauchos access to justice and legal protection 

(Bernand 204 ). His work toward rescuing gauchos from injustices and abuses brought 

Hernandez extraordinary success in 1879, when more than 72 thousand copies of Martin 

Fierro were sold (204). 

Sarmiento's apparently negative opinions about the gauchos were not really a concern 

with barbarism; rather, he wanted to "hacer del gaucho un ciudadano," make the gaucho a 

citizen. His goal was to provide the guacho with education to fight for his rights and increase 

his opportunities. He saw the schools as the fundamental block of civilization (Luna 140). 

Sarmiento's ideas about education and the push toward building more schools were later 

instrumental to immigrant children's upward social mobility. 

The notion of the fearless gaucho was legendary, so much so that, for some, gauchos 

became the personification of machismo. In the complex Latin American world, 

ambivalence has characterized many Latin American postures, and the attitude toward the 

gaucho is no exception. For the majority of Argentineans (and others), however, gauchos are 

synonymous with the Pampas. The estancieros needed this kind of man to work for them on 

their immense properties. Those ancestors of present day gauchos came to be considered the 

traditional inhabitants of the Pampas (Cabrera 18). 
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Gaucho cuisine: Charqui or Jerky 

As might be expected, the gaucho diet was essentially carnivorous, consisting only of 

meat. A British traveler, William MacCann, observed during a journey on the Pampas in 

1874, that asado or barbeque constituted the only food of those workers. "Those who do not 

have good teeth are at risk of dying of starvation [ ... ] I have good teeth and despite that, I did 

not dare to touch a matambre (rolled beef round) since my gums were bothering me from 

eating that meat" (Elichondo 162). Gauchos made long trips to and from the Pampas in 

order to provide beef for the food supply of Argentina. Preserving meat was a problem at 

that time, because they could not find salt on the Pampas and refrigeration was not an option 

then. Thus they came up with a wise solution. According to La cocina del gaucho (a 

compilation of the historical preservation of Argentina cuisine), the alternative to preserving 

the only source of protein was found in the process of drying the meat, in that way assuring 

it would keep all its nutrients. The legendary gaucho meat, charqui, owes this technique to 

the Quechuan process of hundreds of years earlier, creating a dry meat similar to what in the 

United States is known as jerky; the name charqui is Quechuan, meaning 'skinny and dry' 

(28). Indeed, the sun dried the long skinny strips of beef. Charqui was handy for the gauchos 

because they were able to eat it while riding their horses, and on other occasions charqui 

was used as part of a stew (28). 

The vaqueria, the long, drawn-out process by which the gauchos obtained their 

source of beef while working, inflicted a great deal of stress on those already wild and tough 

cattle, which in turn toughened the meat further. Much of that meat was processed as 

charqui. Charles Perry, in "Frightening the Game," explains that when an animal is killed 

after being stressed, more oxygen is released and some of lactic acid does not get broken 
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down. This makes the meat firmer and drier-tougher-- and "according to medieval medical 

doctrine, this would also make the meat positively dangerous to eat" (Perry 80). The arrival 

of the technology of refrigeration, known as the frigorific, displaced the work of the 

vaquerias. At present, many Gauchos serve more as a tourist attraction than performing their 

former work on the estancias, and the traditional cattleman has become a dairyman or 

farmer, or both (Gil-Montero 28). But beef from the Pampas ranks among the world's best 

today (28), since the herds with pedigree were imported from England. 

According to Cabrera, la vaqueria was putting to risk the cattle industry, since the 

indiscriminate killing by the gauchos reduced the cattle population and the profits of prime 

beef products. Consequently, measures emerged to protect the leather industry. Estancieros 

organized, not necessarily to offer better conditions of work for the gauchos or a less painful 

way to kill cattle but to privatize the Pampas (Cabrera I 9). The elite gained power in the 

economic and political arena. Wealth accumulated for the minority estancieros and later was 

shared with the British investors. 

Beef Export and Estancieros 
A world civilization could, in fact, represent 
more than a worldwide coalition of cultures, 
each of which would prese,ve its own originality. Claude Levi-Strauss 

The Pampas were divided up and given as property to selected people, the 

estancieros or landowners. The seemingly limitless land was fenced so the cattle could no 

longer run free but were confined within the estancias. Those privileged estancieros owned 

thousands of hectares; some estancias were the size of Rhode Island, with a big house "de 

lujo pasmoso" ( of excessive luxury) and with a number of people working for them. Among 

those workers, the gauchos lived in the most miserable conditions. Following Spanish 
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custom, the property was assigned according to an almost feudal system in which the lord 

received everything and the workers waited for the patron to provide for them. The Indians 

were not included at all but instead were displaced from their land and subject to a permanent 

destitution (Cabrera 19). This practice was not exclusive to Argentina, but most common in 

Latin American. 

Correrias were the corrals where cattle were placed before slaughter and saladeros 

the place where meat was salted to preserve it. These operations occurred at big 

slaughterhouses. Finally, as a result of new technology, thefrigorific (refrigeration) was 

developed, which revolutionized the way beef was exported to European markets (mostly to 

England) and also ended archaic practices such as saladeros. With thefrigorific, a new, 

complex and prosperous industry emerged in Argentina. 

Conclusion 
In general, mankind, since the improvement of cookery, 
eats twice as much as nature requires. Benjamin Franklin 

Since cattle need people to take care of them, estancieros hired the gauchos. 

Associated with a tough way of life, gauchos were, or at least they believed they were free, 

living and dying on the Pampas away from conventionalism and rules. For some 

Argentineans they represented the free man, the fighter, and writers like Jose Hernandez in 

Martin Fierro idealized them. In fact, they were neglected and exploited, and their living 

conditions were severely limited. 

At the beginning of the twentieth century Argentine started to diversify its exports. At 

the same time the cultivation of cereals made Argentina a very attractive place for European 

immigrants. Indeed, wheat provided Europe with bread and the Pampas. The many Spanish 
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immigrants to Argentina during the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century 

contributed to preserving the Spanish heritage of the country and increasing population. They 

helped to assuage the fear of cultural loss among Argentina's Creole elite, giving this ruling 

group enough confidence in the survival of Argentina's Hispanic legacy to permit further 

immigration and the resulting transformation of the country (Moya 26). The economic 

growth attracted many non- Spanish immigrants, particularly Italians, who eventually 

comprised a larger proportion of the immigrant population than the Spaniards. 

An historic overview reveals that since Bernardino Rivadavia one of the founder 

fathers, encouraged agriculture and immigration, those became a priority for all the following 

administrations. Political instability, however, was an obstacle to those efforts. The demand 

in European factories for wool further encouraged immigration. Although sheep farming was 

more intensive labor compared to grazing cattle freely on the Pampas, markets were asking 

for wool. The Basques and Irish were the immigrant group most associated with raising 

sheep (Moya 18). By 1880 estancieros (ranchers) were importing and breeding pedigree 

animals from England, and by 1900 quality beef from Shorthorns and Herefords 

"outnumbered all other strains in the national stock" ( 18). Finally, by the early twentieth 

century the 25 million head of cattle outnumbered humans five to one and Argentina had 

replaced the United States as the major supplier to the British market (18). The Pampas are 

linked not just to the wealth they generated for the estancieros and the British beef business 

but also to the main source of traditional cuisine, the asado. Immigrants found in the Pampas 

work and opportunities for a better lifestyle. The great availability of beef was as an 

attraction to immigrants and influenced their dietary habits. And as we' 11 see in a later 

chapter, Doiia Petrona de Gandulfo served as the guide for those new appetites. 
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CHAPTER III - PUCHERO 

Puchero 
It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent that survives. 
It is the one that is the most adaptable to change. Charles Darwin 

Introduction 

The previous chapter examined the origins Argentinean creole elite wealth and the 

controversy surrounded them with foreign powerful investors. This chapter will be revising 

how that elite that once opposed to mass immigration changing radically the idea to 

enthusiastic favoring immigration policies. This chapter also examines the mass 

immigrant's food habits and taste; particularly Italian whose beef consumption implies that 

eating beef was part of an acceptable new lifestyle. Despite retains some cultural 

consumption habits immigrants adapted them to the new country and seems to have an 

impact in the way they incorporated dishes into the Argentine cuisine to produce a new one 

and how those habits intertwined and reshaped the actual cuisine. 

Finally, another significant aspect including in this chapter is the puchero and its 

ingredients. Assorted ingredients created a rich puchero many of those ingredients came 

from different geographic locations; the same way as the argentines leaders thought about 

building a strong country by accepting immigrants from different parts of Europe. 

Immigrants arrived bringing with them different culinary skills and taste. New land's dietary 

habits; beef, was acquired rapidly for the Italian as mentioned. The adoption of those habits, 

specifically the high consumed of certain kind of beef (veal) forced the government to 

impose certain set of rules in order to divert the rapid acquired taste. Llorens mentioned that 

Argentinean are privileged since it is calculated that each person eats 137 kilograms of beef 
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per year. (Llorens 42-43)." The taste for beef was an acquisition that immigrants 

incorporated rapidly after arriving. Immigrants eating trend does not limited to asado, also 

including puchero, as well as in the traditional empanadas, all which were enjoyed by the 

immigrants. The definition of puchero had relevance in this chapter, since it is a metaphoric 

way to express the assorted immigrants and their food habits. 

Pachero: A sunday meal 
Let your food be your medicine and your medicine be your food. Hippocrates 

Puchero the traditional Spanish dish, consistent in a rich soup, kind of stew, which 

includes different types of meat and vegetables. In this thesis, immigrants are represented in a 

metaphoric way, by the puchero. There are various types of pucheros, the very rich because 

the assortment of meats and vegetables, and other very humble pucheros, which contain a 

few vegetables and a smaller amount of meat some even, exclude meat (Berreteaga 7). 

Likewise, immigrants came from different parts of Europe; Italy, Spain France, Hungry, 

Germany, Poland, England and others. In fact as Ford y Elburn afirmes "Entre 1870 y 1930, 

mas de seis millones de europeos entrar6n al pa[s" Between 1870 and 1930, more than six 

millions Europeans arrived in the country (Ford y Elburn 35). 

When it comes to family meals in Argentina were two important plates according to 

Frango, an Argentinean writer on culinary issues; the puchero, which by the twenty century 

seems slowly fading its popularity and la raviolada del Domingo or Sunday ravioli, which 

began to substitute the puchero. However, even if Sunday ravioli was a family meal, shift is 

in progress, since most people in Buenos Aires prefer to eat out and rather enjoying a meal 

that does not resemble either puchero or ravioli mostly for the enormous time involving in 
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selecting ingredients and preparation than for the meal itself. Though, what is the authentic 

glue of family and friends is the asado. Puchero seems to remain just as memories for some. 

The transcended of Puchero, goes belong just a family meal, since puchero is also associated 

with earning money it was frequented to hear "no me alcanza ni para ganarme el puchero" 

the salary is so low that is it not enough even to make the puchero (Frango interview). To 

Enrique Pinti, Argentine theater actor, forty years ago, Argentinean cuisine was more Italian 

and Spanish and much tastier than now. On his Monday puchero, [rather than the traditional 

Sunday] Pinti remembers as a child, he likes to experimented by adding to his puchero other 

ingredients such as batata, or sweet potato, morcilla, or blood sausage that he filled with 

beans, for her mother upsetting ( Irigoyen 17). Argentinean's Puchero always including 

meat. The abundance of beef explains for immigrants becoming devoted and enjoys the 

resource. To convey taste adaptability and the grow for meat consumption suggest that on 

individual choices are prevalent besides appetite for it, access to resources money, 

geographical conditions, women willing to take time for preparation and other factors. On 

Bourdieu scheme, eating is linking to class and that is what established distinction among 

them, perhaps his observations are taking more in consideration France than a South 

American country, were open opportunities allowed immigrants access to the highest 

political position as demonstrated with immigrants children presidents, Pellegrini, Frondizi, 

and Menen for example. For Bourdieu, class distinction is related in the food habits of 

manual worker and clerical employee. While the first trend is eating copiously in the clerical 

class tendency is to expend less on food and more on beauty products. Moreover," Class 

distinction has been expressed more obviously by accent, residence, education and leisure 

pursuits than through eating. Food is becoming a more significant cultural marker, an effect 
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of greater media attention, more eating out and wider exposure to foreign cuisines (Warden 

41 ). For Bourdieu social reality is a struggle between people from the working class trying to 

move into the petit bourgeoisie while the middle class are struggle involving in appearance. 

Taste is the practical approach of the transmutation of things into distinct and distinctive 

signs such as appearing on places and been seen (Bourdieu 174-253). While for the grand 

bourgeois, cooking is a state of mind. To appreciate it you have to be relaxed: Sturgeons eggs 

some Russian cooking, is quite delicious. I call cooking, an art (277). Adding that taste is part 

of the social position change dynamic in which new habits required adaptation; translating 

into taste - the taste of necessity or the taste of luxury, as result the struggle pretending to 

belong into another class, while the privileged class who are sure of their status does not need 

to concern about appearances because his sense of distinction made them own that sobriety 

and discretion dissociating from showy, flashy and pretentious middle class which hope 

constantly for upward socially ( 175, 249). Bourdieu also explains bourgeois ways of eating 

as an aesthetic practice with formalities as part of lifestyle that include imply a social manner 

and correcting eating with high refinement expressed in the sequence of dishes, setting place, 

and dishes presentation considering shape and color an art work converting eating into a 

ceremonial ( 196) in opposition with the working class in which: 

Plain speaking, plain eating; the working class meal is characterized by plenty 
(which does not exclude restriction and limits) and above all by freedom. 
Elastic and abundant dishes are brought to the table-soups or sauces, pasta or 
potatoes (almost included among the vegetables)-served with a ladle or spoon, 
to avoid too much measuring and counting in contrast to cut and divide, such 
as roast. The impressions of abundance, which is the norm on special 
occasions, and always applies, so far as is possible for the man whose plates 
are filled twice ( 194 ). 
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Confirming with this scheme that Bourdieu's scheme seems is more adequate for 

France society as sociologist Alan Wander argues than for South American countries. 

Finally, after those postulates about distinction between working class and their tendency to 

eat copiously and the frugality associated with higher class, the bourgeois, I wonder where 

Bourdieu will position the colossus of French Literature, Victor Hugo, whose indulgence and 

voracious appetite gave him fame of glutton. 

Meat and power: a royal taste 

As mentioned, Puchero is a traditional Spanish dish, which Argentinean adopted 

since colonial times. The richness of this elaborated soup or stew depended on people's taste 

and financial resources. According to professor Vaclav Smil, meat intakes in traditional 

agriculture European societies was eaten no more frequently than once a week and were 

consume, as roasts and stews, only during festivity occasions. In France large numbers of 

peasants ate meat only at Easter and when invited to wedding. Growing population and the 

necessity to convert more pastures into arable land reduce average per capita meat supply in 

many countries in the early modem Europe, (Smil 607) it was this the time of Charles V of 

Spain where only rich people accustomed to eat puchero with beef. For example, Emperor 

Charles V of Spain, used to eat the most lavish and heavy puchero. A very powerful ruler, 

Emperor Charles the V, whom led the destiny of a good chunk of Europe, Asia, Africa y Las 

Americas, for forty years and whose decisions affected all of us today, was a glutton. 

Complementing this opinion about the emperor, Mario Spinetti Berti , author of Memorias 

Gastron6micas, includes in his narration the observation of Pedro Antonio de Alarcon , who 

said that it was dazzling the splendor of the Yuste Monastery when Charles V used to live 
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there. He describes the emperor as: "el mas comi16n de los emperadores habidos y por haber" 

(Spinetti 237) the most glutton emperor of all times. In a very crucial historical time, he 

reigns between 1516-1556, during the transition of Middle Ages to modern times. The king 

appetite is well document in the history, and his inclination for eating copiously high amount 

of food especially proteins, contribute to incapacitated him with a severe gout among other 

diseases. According to a study on emperor's gout, conduct by a group of physicians, 

The emperor had a voracious appetite, especially for meat. He also liked to 
drink large quantities of beer and wine, and he even ordered an especially 
designed four-handled drinking much. Thus, his dietary habits were not at all 
beneficial to reducing the gout attacks. ( Ordi 3) Charles V regularly had such 
episodes, and in his last years, the articular pain hindered both his mobility 
and even his ability to write. Letters to his son Phillip in 1553 stated that 'this 
is [ written] by the hand of Eraso as mine is not able to write long because of 
the gout. [ ... ] Over time, the gout attacks increased in frequency and severity. 
In 1552 a terrible attack forced Charles V to postpone the attempt to recapture 
Metz. As result, the arrival of the winter allowed the French city to resist the 
emperor's army. According to some scholars, a sense of guilt that his disease 
had led to this defeat made Charles V decide to abdicate. En 1556, he retired 
to the monastery of Yuste[ ... ] Charles V was only 58 years of age at his 
death. (Ordi 3) 

According to anthropologist Martin Jones, at the end of the prehistory, nutritional 

deficiency as well as overeating show on the evidences examined and the pathology most 

evident was among older, obese and diabetic men and inflammation and pain in toes may 

also be connected with indulgence "good living is not the only way to encourage the illness 

called gout (248-249). To Marinez Llopis, Spanish food writer, the emperor decided to 

retired to El Yuste tired of glory and overwhelmed of receiving honors as the most powerful 

ruler of the world. He lived in a small room away from the pomp but without forget his body 

and for that the monastery kitchen was in full working to please the "the emperor's good 

appetite" (212), it seems that Martinez Llopis is using a discrete way to recognize that 

Charles V was a glutton. Paradoxically, living in a monastery at that time, required 
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sacrifices, for example sleeping on hard surfaces; apply thriftiness by using scanty clothes 

and frugality that include eating in moderation, all which seems in opposition to emperor's 

lifestyle. 

In a studied conduct by Morrow Lance, a writer; power and gluttony seems to link 

toward history. He explains that King Farouk of Egypt was a heavy fat ball of 300 lbs. His 

regular diet consists on a few tablespoons of caviar, lobster thermidor, slabs of roast lamb, a 

cubic meter or so of truffle, a pound of chocolate, and a magnum of champagne. When he 

was deposed in 1952 and exile, which did not affected his traditional diet and according to 

the author "one morning in Capri, he had a breakfast that included 10 eggs and when Farouk 

was dieting, trying to lose weight, he had 600 oysters a week flown in from Copenhagen 

(Lance 5). That was austerity for him. He died at 45 when his heart stops. 

Far from the idea that eating small amount of food revels high degree of refinement, 

an intellectual distinction and not to mention that is a good advice to extent life; seems the 

entire contrary for several people including the mentioned above. Furthermore, to the list of 

famous gluttonous it is imperative to add a French intellectual whom distinguished for his 

voracious appetite. The tendency to associated French cuisine, with small portions, 

intellectuals and refinement, appear paradoxically by looking at the life of one the greatest 

French writer, Victor Hugo ( 1802-1885). During his long and intellectual productive life, the 

giant of French literature, had gain reputation for his enormous appetite, that according to 

Shepherd a PhD in education and expert of French novelist food habits, "Victor Hugo meals 

were not sumptuous nor greatly varied but they were abundant (76) His [Victor Hugo] 

enormous meals, then, were hardly expressive of either the tastes or the finesse of a gourmet 

(77). His grandson was describing how Victor Hugo eats a whole orange, a whole loaf of 
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bread and a whole lobster including the shell, because his grandfather "had teeth of steel". A 

way to justify his gluttony, Victor Hugo seems to believe that large amount of food are 

required for enormous physical job, hence, a huge amount of food is also necessary to do an 

intense intellectual job as he was doing (88). Victor Hugo's voracious appetite seems distant 

than the French prevalent idea of eating small portions. The socioeconomic disproportion 

existing on Victor Hugo and Balzac society were instruments both used in their literature to 

criticize the culinary extravagances of wealthy The overindulgence of food does not reach 

poor people contrarily what is now seems changing as result of too much food of poor quality 

which increasing obesity in within preventable diseases among poor. 

Good taste and good food 
Since you are what you eat be careful not to eat fruits and nuts. T Frankcsy 

One of the most recognized French writers of the nineteen-century, Victor Hugo, was 

also known as the Colossus, the social Gourmand. For Victor Hugo, the attitude towards 

gastronomy is his belief that human beings need food in order not only to exist, but also to 

live together in an integrated society. Thus, mental production requires food as the way 

physical work it required, with that he intended to justify his excessive food consume 

(Shepherd 77). Hugo's gastronomical habits were not to be recommended for maintain a 

svelte figure (88). The enormous amount of food consumed by an intellectual as Victor Hugo 

will have a totally different perception, for Bourdieu, since he argues that "The art of eating 

and drinking remains one of the few areas in which the working classes explicitly challenge 

the legitimate art of living. In the face of the new ethic of sobriety for the sake of slimness, 
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which is most recognized at the highest levels of the social hierarchy, peasants and especially 

industrial workers maintain an ethic of convivial indulgence (Bourdieu 179). 

Moreover, bourgeois mentality has been to avoid uniformity, for them, thinking that 

all people, regardless social class would share similar experiences and taste, was a reason to 

be concerned since the image of individuality among them was a priority; considering that" 

mass culture promoted by mass media has been vilified for its poor taste" ( Warden 36). 

Furthermore for Bourdieu "Taste must not be confused with gastronomy. While taste is the 

natural gift of recognizing and aiming to perfection, gastronomy is the set of rules, which 

govern the cultivation, and education of taste. In the sense, Gastronomy is to taste as 

grammar and literature are to literary sense" (68). In today Argentine's society the high 

consume of meat did not increase so much, the reasons are various, economic, and changing 

food habits as Pini pointed out, eating fish is an answer not so much to seafood good taste but 

rather more to take care in preventing diseases related to excess of meat such as heart 

diseases, gout, cholesterol, and above all, to keep the glamorous image of a slim body (81 ). 

Small portions are common on good restaurants, not so much to emulated French taste as for 

keeping in good shape that is part of Argentine lifestyle since long time. A middle and upper 

class woman likes to keep in good shape inspired by "Evita symbol of feminine beauty" 

(Beezley and MacLachlan 59). Perhaps it is the reason why walking is a popular exercise at 

the Palermo Bosques 1• This attitude coincides with the idea "to distinguish themselves from 

the masses, especially by identifying behavior characteristic of civilized people" (Beezley 

and MacLachlan 118). Indeed Argentina as Beezley argues seems to have a strong middle 

class that with certain parameter can made it into the elite sector despite of lack of sense of 

1 Palermo Bosques or Parlemo Park is one of the most beautiful public spaces to walk in the middle of Buenos 
Aires. 
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unity. Thus, those children of immigrants who toward education made it are playing pivotal 

role today and some are very success in important position while their decisions are 

significant in the economic and political sectors. For example, Carlos Pellegrini son of a 

French immigrant and Arturo Frondizi, son of an Italian immigrant both became president of 

Argentina, most recently Saul Menen son of Syrian immigrants. Confirming that Argentine is 

not only the country of opportunities for immigrants arrived in the last century but also 

admits a rapidly social upward. 

Eating too much or not enough: risky advices 
He dreamed he was eating shredded wheat and woke up 
to find the mattress half gone. Fred Allen 

The traditional puchero, offers a very rich heavy dish with large amount of meat, the 

stew was favorite not only by the powerful as Charles the V but also for the recently 

immigrants. Without doubt eating too much especially meat can develop in the "disease of 

rich" as use to say about gout since in those times only rich can eat copiously. On the other 

hand, omission of meat consume, could lead to serious diseases as happen to " A martyr to 

science" William Stark, a young physician graduate at Leyden, who had the chance of talk to 

Benjamin Franklin. Perhaps, on his meeting with Franklin, Stark had opportunity to talk 

about frugal diet. He admired Franklin's philosophy of simple life. Stimulate by Franklin 

philosophy and probably its example, and after the advice of Sir John Pringle, physician to 

the army and later president of the Royal Society, Dr. Stark decided to change his nutritional 

habits by adopting a new diet (Tames 189). 

In June 1769 began a strictly diet of water and bread, which make him not just very 

skinny but also suffering from swollen and bleeding gums and sore nostrils, he lose a lot of 
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weight but he did not recognize these symptoms as the scurvy. A month later he return to eat 

animal food and milk, but after felling better he rejoinder to his nutritional guide without 

meat. Following Pringle's advisee, and under Pringle's patronage that suggests omitting salt 

on his diet, Start's health did not improve. He was planning to research on the value of 

eating lean meat, unfortunately, he died before conduct this work, as result of intestinal 

disease combined with the scurvy Stark died prior to reach his thirty birthday, on February 23 

1770 (Tames190). 

Would be interesting to know why Dr. Pringle, an authority on scurvy, keeps advising 

him on a poor diet without meat. Argentina's pucheros always include meat and it will be 

interesting to know the incidence of gout in that population. Paola Corti from the University 

of Torino examined the food habits of Italian immigrants in Argentine and noted that many 

of them displaced the traditional polenta for the exclusive consume of meat. Evidences 

showed immigrants excessive consumption of meat caused intolerance (Corti 112). Excess as 

depravation are demonstrated its consequences. 

A container for the Puchero 
In general, mankind, since the improvement of cookery, 
eats twice as much as nature requires. Benjamin Franklin 

Another element in the elaboration of puchero, besides the ingredients, is a recipient 

indispensable to make a puchero. The recipient's size will be determined according to the 

amount of ingredients to be cooked. The symbolism offered by Argentine as a huge country, 

willing to accept and incorporating a big immigrant mass arriving from distantness places in 

Europe is part of my puchero metaphoric component. In addition, Argentina's size, the 

second country in land area, in South America after Brasil, fit the frame of a enormous 
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container to"cook" puchero, besides puchero is an old dish brought from Spain, the same is 

applicable to Argentina model of immigration because it have receiving immigrants 

Europeans since remotes times. 

The contingent of Europeans immigrants to Argentina was especially numerous 

during the Peronist government, of the 610.000 Europeans arrived, 388.000 were Italians, 

and the government put into practice ' la ideologia nacionalista ', or nationalist ideology, 

aiming to incorporate the recently arrived into the Argentina already heterogeneous society, 

hence, turned out to be a more homogenous society (Schneider 73). 

Italian Immigrants were so inclined to eat meat and according to A. Schneider, 

professor of Anthropology at London School of Economic that at the Italian bar the menu it 

is divide in panini, antipasti, biscuit and appetizer, second, sweet, coffee and drink. 

Schneider noted that most bars menu including also meat, pastas, fish, seafood and salad 

some bars offering pizza, the best way to understand argentines is going to a bar, said 

Schneider (74) . On his ethnography study, Schneider found an Italian immigrant owner of a 

fonda (kind of bar) who arrived in Argentina in 1948. The Fonda's menu consists of peceto, 

asado, milanesa, tallarines con tuco, and one especial made with a piece of meat, tuco with 

meat, besides, came arrostita (meat and potato) spaghetti with tomato sauce. At the fonda, 

his interviewed requested for a sanguche, with matambre, it is a sandwich with cold meat, 

very popular on Buenos Aires. Schneider observed that the tomato sauce that accompanies 

pasta was made with vegetable oil, perhaps corn oil, and animal fat, instead of olive oil as in 

Italy. At a party at the Unione e Benevolenza, Society of Helping, Schneider noted that they 

presented a more Italian menu that included pasta with tomato sauce, cheeses, chicken and 

salad, ending with a dessert. While at the Calabresse Association he found a typical 
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Argentinean menu, grill meat or asado. While Schneider assisted to the celebration of a saint 

patron at the association, the Cinquefrondi, the event ends with asado. 

Finally, the last association for helping, Association of Capo Spulico celebrating an 

anniversary party, included as main dish, the already mentioned Argentina asado. For all his 

observations, Schneider reach to the conclusion that the Italian immigrants had demonstrated 

the adoption of Argentina culinary culture, represented by the asado (74-75). Finally, 

Schneider pointed out that the exclusive Italian Circle and the Italian Club, did not care too 

much about Italian dishes, even if seldom its menu include some Italian traditional meals 

such as rissoto alla milanesa, rice at the Milan style. 

The importance of this shift corroborates the affirmation that Italian immigrant had 

made fundamentals contribution to the creation of an Argentina cuisine, that pizza with 

palmitos and milanesas napolitanas are national dishes. This fusion its revels on culinary 

elements from ingredients to cooking method and " no one, excluding a small minority of 

Italian Immigrants of first generation, has interest in continue strictly the rule of traditional 

Italian cuisine. Portenos do not care if in Buenos Aires had changed the ingredients or the 

food preparation method of Italian cuisine" (Schneider 77). Food preferences cannot be 

considered independently of the lifestyle, as Bourdieu said since taste for particular dishes is 

linked to the cook method and preparation that are associated to domestic economy ( 184 ). 

Some dishes as puchero, which demand a great amount of time in and out of the kitchen, a 

factor long ago associated with women's role. 

This concept is changing since women working as professional chefs are began to 

recognize while chef designation was reserved to men and cooker was for women, the 

acceptation of women in the kitchen is taking another path. However, asado, on opposition to 
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puchero, is almost exclusively done by el hombre de la casa, the houseman, and it is done at 

home to share with friends or for a special event. Asado, is indeed the Argentina authentic 

national unity. The change in food habits obey to a complex elements that the development 

of taste, is taking in consideration not just only money and education but also women role in 

the work field as result, she will have lees time to prepare elaborated dishes as well as the 

ethnicity. In choosing for example locro, a stew of guarani origin, is notable the preference 

of it by peasants families of Paraguayan descent, while asado, is always male choice 

meanwhile women preferred it less (Ramirez 135). Schneider study suggests that, Puchero, 

in the metaphoric way I am considering in thesis, Italian immigrants began to develop special 

relationship with Argentine taste including puchero, and more important immigrants are 

glued by the asado with great acceptation. 

Bread and work 
My doctor told me to stop having intimate dinners for four. 
Unless there are three other people. Orson Welles 

Immigration was, and still is, a source of "mano de obra barata" (chip labor) in many 

countries including the United States, as a newspaper article referred the raid done by federal 

agents that "swooped down on Swift workers". Swift is one if not the biggest meat 

processing plant in the world with great investment in Argentine beef industry. In the United 

States, Swift employed large amount of immigrants, many of them illegal, since illegal are, 

perhaps the only ones willing to do that kind of job, 

"Everyone knew they were there, doing dirty and dangerous work in the massive meat 

packing plant." In Latin American countries as Argentina, immigrants were welcome as 

worker for the industrial sector and agriculture, the "agro-export oligarchy" stimulated 

immigration to industrial jobs and to improve Argentine race, "this racist disdain for the 
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people and culture has been a constant tension in the country's culture" The immigration 

polices that were in put in place by the wealthy elite, soon created violent response and daily 

strikes created economic and political instability (Ford y Elburn 2). This situation eventually 

paved the way to Peron as the voice of workers. 

Open doors to European immigrants, as a way to increase population, and obtained 

laborers to take care of the emergent agriculture of big dimensions it was a solution. 

Moreover, Italians from the south preferred to immigrate to the United States since salaries 

were higher in opposition to northern Italian in the late 1800's who attracted by the Pampas 

opportunities to become farmers, will be eager to live in Argentina (Baily xix). 

In Argentina, the evolution from a pastoral economy to a breeding and beef export 

was postponed for years. The reasons were, abundance livestock whose meat does not 

attracted Europeans; sheep rising was plentiful at the Pampas and as result the grazing land 

shrinks. Finally, inadequate transportation of meat to Europe since there was not a 

refrigerated ship yet willing to go oversee with meat cargo (Moya 18). Immigration was a 

priority for Argentina founder fathers, and the first civilian president, Bernardino Rivadavia, 

promoted agriculture and immigration, on the 1800' s (Moya 17). Education was also an 

import part of the Argentina's transformation process. Education helps not just to 

homogenize population to produce eventually my puchero, but also acted an instrument to 

social climbing. 

In the nineteenth century, the state implemented one of first literacy laws in 
the world, guaranteeing free and compulsory education for all residents of the 
country regardless of their citizenship status. At the turn of the century, there 
was already a large literate public, which made the development of a national 
culture industry viable. By 1930, 60% of all the newsprint used in Latin 
America was consumed in Argentina. During the late nineteenth and early 
twenty centuries, Argentina was transformed by a massive influx of European 
Immigrants (Ford 1-5). 
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It is also true, that immigrants transformed itself with opportunities present by the 

country, not just with job opportunities, but also with the intellectual bread, education. These 

elemental rights gave Italian immigrants an opportunity to distinguish. 

Into the big pan, converging different ethnics that made the puchero with its distinct 

flavor, the result can be seen at Buenos Aires restaurants menus, in which coq au vin 

(chicken on wine) can be next to a confit de cordero patag6nico, (lamb with caramelized 

onion from the Patagonia) since Patagonia region in the south of Argentina, is a big producer 

and export of lamb, the main source of protein is not so much cow, but rather lamb. Another 

good example is bruscettas capresse (baked slices of bread with tomato slices, muzarela, and 

basil spread over with a little olive oil). 

This chapter wills revels the variety of elements that created an Argentina cuisine, 

during the period in which immigrants began to incorporate its ethnics flavors, and a hybrid 

cuisine emerged, incorporating other dishes to create Argentina cuisine. After analyzing the 

historical review, bibliographic sources, and the interviewees conducted in Buenos Aires, I 

have the perception that Argentina, as a country accepting European immigration, Italians 

particularly, would present the right frame to be my puchero 's container. Considering that 

admitting a varied of immigrants from distant regions of Europe, will fit very well into and 

represent the assorted ingredients essential in the puchero. Another element to consider is the 

fact that not all puchero, are equally. That can be translating into the immigrants as 

individuals, since some immigrants were modest people with a limited education, or simple 

peasant. While some immigrants found jobs and a simple way of subsistence others were not 

so fortunate and found resistance, discrimination and lack of support (Bernasconi interview). 

It is important to considered that there were some immigrants with a solid and perhaps rich 
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education, coming to Argentina to work in important public projects, for example Charles 

Henri Pellegrini, a French engineer and talent painter. He arrived in Argentina during the 

time in which immigration policies since President Rivadavia continues immigration policies 

set in place in 1820. Charles Henri Pellegrini, was contrated by President Rivadavia in 

1828, and his artistic talents are testimony of Argentina history. (Bernand 162). Later, his 

son, Carlos Pellegrini would be the Argentina president and also president of the most 

exclusive club, the Jockey Club of Buenos Aires, which illustrated that immigrants children 

have access to upward in the social scale (Bernand 144) . 

Italians become argentinizado before became wealthy, said Clemeneceau, France 

primer minister while visiting Argentina, and whom attributed this assimilation to school 

education and the lesson of civil duties (Bernard 220). Theater and opera are artistic gender 

well appreciated in Buenos Aires since long time, and Bernard said that Italian opera reached 

Argentina in 1823( 137). 

The long tradition of Puchero is review by Martinez Llopis in his book Historia de 

la Gastronomia Espanola, he argued that Cervantes, the great writer, in El Quijote, used to 

say 'Una olla de a/go mas vaca que carnero' indeed, Don Quijote's means were always 

very limited, for that, his puchero included more cattle than lamb, since lamb was 

considered a delicatessen and was quite expensive in contrast with an old cow. The old cow 

probably was tired after working so much on the fields, and was good only to be eating on 

soup since its meat was far from the tender juice meat of a younger cow (Martinez Llopis 

256). A Don Quijote 's frugality remains a major component of its philosophical approach of 

life, and that rule meals. 
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Puchero is part of the argentinidad, and was included in menus for personalities such 

as the banquet offered to Viceroy Olaguer y Feliu in 1799, among many dishes are, "costillas 

de vaca asadas, cocido de cordero, olla podrida [ ... ]"(Hoss de le Comte 11). There is an old 

controversy about the name of the Puchero. The dish it is also known as olla podrida in some 

places in Spain while in France is called pot pourri. According to anthropologist Levi-

Strauss, the distinction between roasted and boiled meat lays in a complexity since boiled is 

cooked within receptacle while roasted is cooked from without. Boiled can be called an 

'endo-cuisine' prepared for domestic use, designated to family members, while the roasted 

belongs to 'exo-cuisiene' to be offers to guest. The distinction on the two cooking methods is 

also defined by gender, associating the roasted with men and the boiled with women. 

Furthermore, boiling conserves meat juices, while roasting destroyed the juices and lost it. 

Hence, losing its juices denotes attitude aristocratic, while the economic and frugal cooking 

method, boiling, is associated to a plebeian practice. (30). 

"El puchero se come en todas las regiones de Argentina, y cada region tiene su 

propia receta con ingredientes del Lugar pero todas las recetas tienen came como 

ingrediente principal a la que se le agregan gran cantidad de verduras [ ... ] En Espana se lo 

llama cocido u olla podrida, [. .. ]" (Hoss de le Comte 34). (All Argentine's regions has a 

recipe for its own puchero and all has the main ingredient, beef to which is adding 

vegetables. In Spain is called rotten pan). In the adoption of taste, the French influence in 

good part of Latin American is undisputable. In Argentina, as well as Mexico, Venezuela, 

Peru and other, culture and refinement were synonymous of France, or perhaps, Parfs. As 

Vargas Llosa said: 

I discovered Latin America in Paris, in the nineteen-sixties. Until then I had 
been a young Peruvian who, beyond reading the writers of my own country, 
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read almost exclusively North American and Europeans writers, above all, 
French. In those years I never thought of Latin America as a cultural 
community, just an archipelago of countries quite unrelated one to another 
[ ... ] I learned in Paris, a city that in the sixties became, in the words of 
Octavio Paz, the capital of Latin American literature (32). 

French influenced irradiated not just in literature and cuisine but also in all cultural 

manifestations, fashion, political and social. British also incorporated its particularities, and 

in 1822, 3500 British citizen lived in Buenos Aires and the wealthy creole petit burguese 

look with good disposition since they represent the modernity in opposition to the Spain 

church authority. (Bernand 128) So was France. 

Conclusion 

By defying Argentina cuisine as a hybrid would a conceptual limitation since most 

cuisines including the French are the results of local and international contributions such as 

Italian influences and without doubt Latin American contribution for example would be 

unthinkable for the French Salon du chocolate to gain such global recognition without the 

main ingredient from Mexico. It is important to considering Argentina opening to permit 

social mobility that created the conditions for culinary innovations. Those culinary 

innovations are defining the new gastronomy in the permanent process of a nouvelle cuisine, 

a task mingling with all immigrants ethnics whose implications are remarkable in the 

gastronomic field. 
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CHAPTER IV - DONA PETRONA C. DE GANDULFO 

Petrona 
La cocina y el sexo son dos place res indespensables, mas aquella que este, pues se puede comer sin amar pero 
nose puede amar sin comer, y el que sabe de paladares culinarios . .. sabe de todo. Carlos Fuentes . 

The most popular symbol of Argentina culinary arts, Dona Petrona Carrizo de 

Gandulfo, argued "A good housewife should take good care of the dining room since no 

other room reflects her personality" ( 11 ). This statement appeared in the 34th edition of El 

Libro de Dona Petrona, published in 1950 at the apex of el Peronismo, the administration of 

Juan Peron, that spawned a powerful social ideology and movement. During that time 

women were emerging from the insulated home environment to the more open horizons that 

the Peronist movement made available to them. Peronismo provided spaces for women to 

gather outside their homes, facilitated discussions of current events, and even helped with the 

domestic agenda, by providing day care, sewing classes, and language skills (Hollander 48), 

all under the leadership of Eva Duarte de Peron. Immortalized under the affectionate name of 

Evita, she became the symbol that was admired as the prototype of a woman because of her 

courage, determination, her way of dressing, her glamour, and her devotion to her husband, 

President Peron. Evita defined middle class women's ideal at that time. 

Dona Petrona, according to her granddaughter Marcela Massut, lived during the time 

of Peronismo in the elegant neighborhood of Olivos across from the presidential residence. 

Dona Petrona was born in 1896 at Santiago del Estero; she arrived in Buenos Aires in 1912 

only sixteen years old and full of dreams. By 1934 she was already a writer and had a radio 

talk show on which she gave women advice on how to cook and keep their families happy. 

She later compiled those recipes in her first book, El Libro de Dona Petrona ( 1935); the 

three thousand copies of her first edition were sold out within weeks. The book is still being 
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published; so far there have been over one hundred editions. Besides the success of El Libro 

de Dona Petrona with its many editions, she also published Coma bien v adelcage: recetas 

dieteticas ( Eat Well and Get Slim) written with Dr. Alberto Comillot, a physician and 

nutritionist, in 1975. The publication of Bajas Calorias: coma bien v adelgace (Low 

calories: Eat Well and Get Slim) in 1988 was in response to the public's request for more 

healthy recipes. For more than forty years, without interruption Argentina's housewives 

counted on Dona Petrona's advice. At the age of 95 near the end of her long, productive 

life, she said in an interview, "En este momento solo quiero descansar, porque he tenido una 

vida muy rica" (At this moment I just want to relax, for my life has been very rich) (Cotta 

474). Dona Petrona died at her home in Olivos on February 6, 1992. Even now, years after 

her death she is still recognized for her professional accomplishments and her generosity 

(Fran go), and remembered as the first lady of Argentine cuisine and an icon of Argentine 

society. 

The Middle Class Woman's Genesis: A Historical Overview 

Socioeconomic disparities, along with the ruling class's disdain for workers, created 

the right political climate for Juan Domingo Peron's ascent to power. In 1944, Colonel Peron 

was elected vice-president; Peron distinguished himself from his colleagues by his 

professionalism and his political ambition. He had been in Europe during the rise of fascism 

and he admired this ideology. Peron developed a power base among blue-collar workers and 

other groups that had previously been ignored (Romero 99). The Peronist government 

passed a set of laws and provisions that provided the working class with retirement, paid 

vacations, and workers' compensation, all supported by a discourse proposing social justice. 
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It was with Peron's nomination for the presidency that the genesis of Argentina's middle 

class began. Peron's social justice programs were met with resistance by "el egoismo de 

unos pocos privilegiados" (the selfishness of a privileged few) (Romero 103), but with the 

support of his wife Evita, his power increased. Evita herself was named the "lady of hope" 

(Romero 109). At the same time, the creation of the Feminist party confirmed women's 

political and social participation. Under Peron, Argentine workers, especially women, gained 

access to middle and higher education ( 116); access to public universities dramatically 

facilitated women's social mobility. 

Nancy Caro Hollander argues in "Si Evita Viviera" that the Peronist ideology 

emphasized the dignity of working class women who through their hard work and love of 

home and county, contributed to the development of Argentina. Women's civil status was 

also improved during the Peron years. In 1949, married women were given constitutional 

guarantees of equality in marriage with husbands and equal authority over children, a 

significant departure from traditional Argentine family law. In 1954, Peron actively 

supported a law that gave illegitimate children the same dignity and rights conferred on those 

born in the marriage. In the same year, the Congress passed a new family law. It included the 

right of divorce, a reform fought for by feminist organizations for decades. These changes 

were too radical for certain sectors of society; in 1955, following the military coup that 

forcibly removed Peron from power, the divorce law was abolished (Hollander 46). One of 

the most significant victories for women during Peron's regime was the achievement of a 

political voice that in the November 1951 election was clearly heard. According to Luis 

Alberto Romero, one of the Argentina's most important historian, women voted for Peron 

not so much in gratitude for the suffrage law, but because he gave them a sense of dignity 
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(47). In 1953 the first woman in Argentina (and one of the first in the world to gain such an 

office), Delia de Parodi, was elected Argentine vice president (47). 

Legislation guaranteed women certain rights, among them "ownership of property," and new 

and widespread access to higher education both for women and the children of immigrants, 

gave those groups the opportunity for upward social mobility that they could never have had 

earlier. Finally, "possession of labor power," the core of Peron initiative, allowed women 

access to all levels of the professional world, including chef. 

Doiia Petrona, who was born poor and who worked her way up throught society to 

become a role model and an arbiter of taste, showed women the possibilities that were 

available to them in this time of social changes. 

Home, women and cuisine 
There is no love sincere than the love of food. George Bernard Shaw 

According to journalist Gaston Eduardo De Lazari, there are two kinds of culinary 

professionals: one, the chef, is usually a man, while the remaining group is made up of 

women who have traditionally been irremediably attached to the home. Women as cook go 

beyond the idea of simply producing family meals, they serve as a kind of oracle, someone to 

go to for good advice, and Dofia Petrona symbolized that idea (69). "En la construccion de! 

agente cocinanate [ ... ] la que se da al tipo social 'chef' y el tipo social economa" (In the 

construction of a cook [ ... ] there are the chef types and the home economics types) (De 

Lazari 72 ). Doiia Petrona's identity was always that of the ec6noma; in fact, she founded 

the Association of Ec6nomas of Buenos Aires in 1972 (Caneva and Frango interview). 

In the 1930s middle class women adopted the habit of reading specialized magazines 

such as El Hogar and Mucho Gusto, where Dofia Petrona was a columnist. "Women's 

magazines are [ ... ] influential vehicles of popular culture. Almost all contain a standard set 
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of features (beauty, food health, fashion, problem pages etc" (Warden 44). Radio and later 

television have also served as media to supplement and later substitute for the oral culinary 

tradition. Dofia Petrona' s readers were also fans of her radio program; in both, as Warden 

notes, she offered advice on issues related to health, home, beauty, fashion, etc. These topics 

formed the subject of El Libro de Dona Petrona, with chapter titles such as "Temas de 

Interes para el Hogar" (Themes of Interest for the Home) and Alimentos que Crean Belleza 

(Foods That Creates Beauty). She argued that: 

Indudablemente nuestro Jisico responde de acuerdo con nuestra 
alimentaci6n. [ ... } despues de una seria de banquetes y fiestas, en los 
que nos hemos excedido por lo general en las comidas y bebidas, [. .. ] 
con disgusto vemos aparecer irritaciones e impurezas. Si por el 
contrario comemos comidas sanas, bien condimentadas, consumiendo 
una mayor cantidad de verduras y frutas, su acci6n [. .. } se dejard 
sentir de inmediato sobre nuestro organismo. Estos benejzcios se 
traslucirdn proporcionando un cutis suave, transparente y de 
saludable aspecto. 
Undoubtedly our bodies respond to our nutrition. [ ... ] after many 
banquets and parties in which we eat and drink to excess, 
consequences show up with pimples appearing on the skin. On the 
other hand, if we eat healthy meals, well seasoned, and greater 
quantities of vegetables and fruits, the results will show up 
immediately in our bodies. Those benefits will be reflected in a nice 
skin with a healthy appearance. El Libro de Dona Petrona ed._(1950): 
(19). 

Given the enormous success of her book, it is not surprising that her readers also 

became also loyal fans of her television show, which debuted in 1951. Dofia Petrona 

influenced middle class women in their choices and preparation of food; her influence was an 

important element in changing habits of food consumption, such as acquiring tastes for 

certain cuisines and reshaping food preferences. This issue will be discussed later in more 

depth. 
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According to Maria Adela Baldi, an Argentine journalist and good friend of Dofia 

Petrona, a French culinary school provided the path to Dofia Petrona' s fame. As she was 

beginning her professional culinary life, Dofia Petrona decided to take classes at the best 

French cooking school in Buenos Aires. The owner and chef, Angel Baldi, became her 

mentor. According to Maria Adela Baldi, her father, Angel Baldi, was the chef for one of the 

Argentina's wealthiest families; the Anchorenas. Chef Baldi was hired by the Anchorenas 

not only because he was an excellent chef but also because of his credentials, his culinary 

pedigree, which included being the first Argentine chef to graduate from Le Cordon Bleu, 

"the venerable Parisian culinary school" (Baldi interview). 

In 1951, chef Baldi received an invitation to give a cooking demonstration on 

television for the Compaiiia Nacional de Gas, The National Gas Company. Unable to go 

himself, he sent his best student, Dofia Petrona, and as a result of her performance she was 

offered a contract for her own program on the new mass medium. Her cooking show was a 

success from the beginning and remained on the air for more than twenty years. Dofia 

Petrona was not only a television star in her own right, but she also opened doors for many 

other chefs to become famous. While today television chefs have the advantage of pre

recording and editing their programs, Dofia Petrona's cooking show was broadcast en vivo 

(live) so any mistake would also be broadcast (Cotta 325) "Dofia Petrona did not worry 

about that, but rather saw it as an opportunity to teach viewers how to correct mistakes" said 

one her friends. Dofia Petrona de Gandulfo became the symbol of a successful woman who 

was ahead of her times in many ways. As an expert in the culinary field, she led others to 

create space on television for her cooking show and in journalism for magazines specializing 
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in gastronomic issues, such as el gourmet.com 2 television show and magazine. Today in 

Argentina there is a television channel specializing in food (much like the U.S. cable 

network, The Food Channel) which broadcasts cooking shows twenty-four hours a day. 

Dona Petrona's Influences on Changing Culinary Tastes 

Bourdieu' s theoretical explanation of taste and its connection to class and lifestyle is 

less rigidly applicable in Latin American countries than in France, although sociologists have 

found that education plays an important role in defining food tastes, as better educated people 

are more likely to choose healthy meals and adopt healthy lifestyles (Germov and Williams 

144 ). Distinctions based on taste are not only cultural but also political ( 145); the political 

factors are manifested in particular food habits and the implications of how people choose 

certain foods. The significance of French cultural preferences, especially a preference for 

French food, have been a cultural constant in Latin America because of the association of 

French food and culture with refinement and higher social class. For French gastronomic 

authority, Brillant Savarin, taste is associated specifically with gastronomy and so taste in 

food becomes another powerful marker of class, defining individual appetite in collective 

terms (Frango interview). This has certainly been the case in Argentina. 

Dona Petrona, by demonstrating both sophisticated and simple cooking on her 

television show, and also by included recipes in El Libra de Dona Petrona. facilitated the 

adoption of more refined tastes and cooking techniques by middle-class women. Her legacy 

continues, for example, in Industry Nene, the company that made her baking pans. Its owner, 

Abdo Menehem, a Syrian immigrant, is today a very successful businessman. Menehem 

2 elgourmet.com is the cook lead magazine name as well as the television show, it is publishing in Spanish in 
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explained in an interview how his business grew after he created special pans for Dofia 

Petrona to use in making her desserts. Today, numerous culinary schools such as the 

Belgrano Cooking School in Buenos Aires, which Dofia Petrona founded in 1972, receive 

students from all over the world, many of the school ' s baking pans are made by the 

Menehem factory. According to anthropologist Carmen Bernand, it was Dofia Petrona who 

molded the taste of immigrant women who were eager to be incorporated into the ranks of 

distinguished cooks, or at least to emulate the refined culinary tastes of the otherwise socially 

impenetrable creole elite whose tastes dominated Buenos Aires. 

Dofia Petrona's influence on immigrants' food habits was grounded in politics as well 

as taste, and in her audience's desire for upward social mobility. In 1937s, La Junta Nacional 

de Carnes, The National Beef Association, the official organization that regulated the beef 

industry in Argentina, became concerned about the effects of Italian immigrants high 

consumption of veal. La Junta wanted to encourage the Italian immigrants to eat beef from 

older animals. In order to influence the nutritional habits of the immigrants and "refine the 

creoles' taste," La Junta contracted Dofia Petrona ,who was already a well known 

personality, to write a book that included recipes for other types of meat and emphasized 

pucheros (stews) and carbonadas criollas thick stews that contain, in addition to beef, 

different vegetables and fruits which give them a special sweet and sour flavor ( Archetti 5). 

The Italian taste for veal originally developed because of widespread urbanization in 

Italy, which limited pasture, and high population density that required all arable land to be 

used for food crops. There it made more sense to slaughter calves young than to try to raise 

them to maturity when there was so little land on which to pasture them (Smil 608-609). 

Argentina and distributed in Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Venezuela, Panama, a Peru. 
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Conditions were different in Argentina, where the vast pampas made it feasible and practical 

to raise beef to maturity. 

According to Waverly Root, author of numerous cookbooks, Italians are not 

ordinarily great meat eaters; anyone who eats meat every day is still regarded as a rich man 

(Root 38). Italians traditionally eat vegetables and fruits in large amounts and the seasoning 

of the carbonadas criollas in particular would apply to the Italian taste for agro dulce, or 

sweet and sour flavors. Recent observations of the menus of Italian restaurants in Buenos 

Aires revealed very few dishes that included veal, and Dofia Petrona's books have only a few 

veal recipes. However she includes many for other types of beef, not only for stews but also 

for dishes such as bife de chorizo, or tenderloin, as well as vacio or flank steak. 

Dofia Petrona' s recipes for pucheros and carbonadas criollas contained other 

elements that appealed to Italian appetites. Beef in any form was a very important source of 

protein and status for the immigrants. Furthermore, beef was believed to cause rejuvenation 

among the older people and the fast and healthy development of the young. Immigrants 

firmly believe that the physical strength of their children born in Argentina could, at the age 

of fourteen, be compared with that of the twenty-year olds born and raised in Italy (Archetti 

3). The high consumption of beef as part of the immigrants' experience convinced them that 

abundant, good meat was not out of their reach as it was in Europe but rather a resource 

easily affordable even on a limited income. 

Dofia Petrona Redefinition of the Meaning of a Good Housewife 

One of the most popular wedding presents in Argentina in the middle of the twentieth 

century was El Libra de Dofia Petrona, which includes advice that goes well beyond 

cooking. Dona Petrona once remarked, "My phone number is in the phone book and 
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frequently, while I am eating or in the middle of the day or at night, new brides call me to ask 

for advice" (Cotta 324). Her dynamic example became part of middle class ideology, 

incorporating the female householder in a complex process that began with peronismo and 

the opportunities it offered to women and in which El Libro de Dona Petrona indubitably 

helped to expand their horizons. To paraphrase the words of professor and author Ruben 

Palubne, fiction placed woman as a heroine on a pedestal, but she could now be a housewife, 

actress, or social leader; in other words, she was able to manage a happy private and public 

life. (Palubne 1) 

Although Dona Petrona built her career on cooking, she realized society was 

changing and middle class women had many demands on their time. Consequently, she 

developed timesaving methods and provided step-by-step schedules to streamline meal 

preparation. She even went so far as to say "Spend the least amount of time possible in the 

kitchen." Dona Petrona led a rich and varied life herself and expected modem women to have 

interests beyond the home. In a magazine series, "The 100 Best Recipes of Dona Petrona," 

she was quoted as saying "At home I only cook for friends" (Cotta 348). For the middle 

class urban woman, upward social mobility implied entertainment, and entertainment implied 

food. The recipes and advice in Dona Petrona' s books offered her readers access to that 

happy world. Dofi.a Petrona redefined the meaning of a good housewife. This discourse was 

not limited to the middle class, mid-twentieth century Argentine woman; rather, it has been a 

typical pattern in many emergent nations. The studies done on cookbooks in contemporary 

India demonstrate a similar pattern: 

The predicament of these middle-class women is quite complex, [ ... ] the 
homogenization of a certain middle-class life style calls for diversification of 
consumption patterns in many domains, including clothing, interior 
decoration, and cuisine. In the domain of food, the push to diversify the 
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housewife's culinary skill comes from a variety of sources: [ ... ]guests who 
want to taste your [ . . . ] specialties children [ ... ] who are tired of 'the same old 
thing' and[ ... ] ambitious husbands who want to display the metropolitan 
culinary ranges of their wives. (Appadurai 7) 

El Libro de Dofia Petrona was an immediate success with more than one hundred 

editions. A librarian at the Biblioteca Nacional de Buenos Aires told me, "el libro de Dofia 

Petrona es el mas robado" (Dona Petrona's book is the most stolen). In addition to recipes 

her book includes advice about such things as how to decorate a table for special occasions, 

or what kind of food make a woman look beautiful. For instance, she writes, "half a glass of 

carrot juice taken before breakfast guarantees a beautiful, light and fresh skin" (20). 

Dona Petrona's emphasis on upward mobility and social class is evident; she begins 

one section by saying that it is difficult nowadays to find reliable domestic workers; for that a 

housewife must use her time wisely (Dona Petrona 27). This class can include wealthy 

people as well as those who can barely afford to belong to it but are valiantly attempting to 

"keep up with the Joneses". She echoes anthropologist Arjun Appadurai's observations 

about Indian cookbooks, "produced in India in the last two decades [for] middle-class urban 

women." Such women, Appadurai notes, are linked by their taste in magazines, clothes, film 

and music [ ... ]" (Appadurai 5-6). 

This class can include wealthy people as well as those who can barely afford to 

belong to it but are valiantly attempting to "keep up with the Joneses." Appudarai's claims 

certainly apply to Dona Petrona's book, especially regarding the formation of middle class 

women's identities as well as food taste preferences, since Dona Petrona offers advice on all 

aspects of home economics, including beauty, health, home decor and many more topics. In 

addition to detailed advice, Dona Petrona's book emphasizes the importance of being 
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organized and taking advantage of what modernity offers, adding that modem housewives 

may not realize the significance of turning a faucet and having tap water, even hot water for 

the bath, and touching a switch to tum on electric power. All these things, Dona Petrona 

reminded her readers, "were unthinkable for the grandmothers" (22). For those without a 

housekeeper, she recommends following a schedule to organize housework, telling them "it 

is important to follow a strict agenda" (24 ). In subsequent pages she explains how to take 

care of china and silver (32), since displaying good silverware was important to a middle 

class woman's status. This was especially true in Argentina, which has a tradition of 

extraordinary silver works; the name, Argentina, comes from argentums, the Latin term for 

silver. 

Dona Petrona's advice also covers the care of tablecloths; she advises that the antique 

appearance of "special tablecloths" can be maintained by "using water with some coffee 

making sure you test the color before submerging the tablecloth" (36). At the time that Dona 

Petrona wrote her books her primary readers, enticed by her recipes for sophisticated and 

other simple dishes, wanted to cook like her, and so they learned to use both worlds' flavors, 

ethnic immigrants' and the local ingredients, all of which ~tarted the process of building 

contemporary cuisine. Today, we can read El libro de Dona Petrona and see what would 

become Argentine cuisine. 

Dona Petrona made El libro de Doiia Petrona a valuable contribution to cookbooks 

as practical resources, by going beyond the traditional scope of simple recipes to include 

advice on oven time and temperatures, saving time preparing formal meals, and providing 

pictures of table settings and elegantly displayed dishes and cakes. She mirrored the social 

expectations of middle class women and effected profound changes in their lives. Dona 
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Petrona's influences and her practical knowledge are legacies that are still alive and 

appreciated. 

Recetas de Dona Petrona 
The table is the only chain which connects every branch of the society. Apicius 

Although some later critics have argued that Dona Petrona' s recipes are too 

expensive, low-cost recipes were on her mind when she wrote her books. According to 

Blanca Cotta, an Argentine culinary writer, Dona Petrona responded to those critics by 

saying: "The first edition of my book was published in 1935. My recipes may seem 

expensive years later, [but] at that time lomo, a cut similar to tenderloin, was inexpensive" 

(Cotta 472). The critics, however, did not consider how the price of beef and the cost of 

living in general had changed over time. 

According to Appadurai, improvements in both social class and cuisine are supported 

by changes in technology, such as the gas stove (9). Dona Petrona was contracted to promote 

the economy of gas stoves and cooking the country's abundant food, especially beef. 

Including in the carne (beet) section are 98 recipes, along the beef recipies such as bife the 

lomo a la tudor, and empanadas tucumanas (tenderloin Tudor style and empanadas Tucuman 

style) Tucuman is a province on the north part of Argentine. The beef recipes also include 

riiiones, sesos, mondongo salchicha, jam6n, lengua, (internal organs as kidney, brain, 

stomag, sausage, jam, and tongue). (Dona Petrona 588) 

The 34th edition of El Libro de Dona Petrona included, in addition to practical home 

advice, recipes for e1aboratedfiambres, or cold foods, such as jams, cheeses, shrimp, mousse, 

caviar different kind of mayonnaise, pate, sandwich and tartlets, or pastry. Among the soups 

are consomme; locro, a Creole soup (there are two kinds of locros, one for quaresma, Holy 
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week, does not contain meat, while locro de choclo includes a kilogram of meat) (141) She 

provides a recipe for mazamorra, a traditional pre-Columbian dish based on corn, similar to 

Italian polenta, which must have pleased any immigrants from northern Italy. (Mazamorra is 

also popular in Venezuela, Colombia and other South American countries). Pre- Columbian 

recipes are now incorporated Argentine daily menus. For example quinoa, an ancient seed 

cultivated by South American since at least 3,000 BC was a traditional food of the natives. 

Incas called quinoa "a mother grain". Its delicate nutty flavor comes with an interesting 

texture a bit crunchy and at the same time fluffy. Quinoa is high in protein, calcium and 

iron. It is excellent in hot casseroles, soups, and salads and even fried Quinoa can be used 

like rice or couscous said Ines Villamil food and beverage manager of the Buenos Aires 

Hilton ( Luongo 1). 

Besides those typical pre-Columbian dishes, Dona Petrona included traditional Italian 

minestrone followed by risotto. Even a brief point of El Libro de Dona Petrona confirming 

that the ethnic culinary fusion she popularized had already started by the time Dona Petrona 

was writing her book. El Libro de Dona Petrona includes all these culinary influences and 

elevates them into a cohesive and unique Argentine repertoire. Among the many interesting 

aspects of the evolution of Argentine cuisine is the historical continuity of classic Italian 

dishes brought there by immigrants, such as the permanent presence of La torta pasqualina, a 

kind of chicken pie, with a rich pasty which is a traditional dish from Liguria .(Frango 

interview) 

Dona Petrona' s determination allowed her to achieve a kind of success that many still 

today cannot hope for. Her second husband, Atilio Massut was her perfect match. Like Julia 

Child's husband Paul, Atilio was Dona Petrona' s loyal partner and manager and the "asador 
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de lafamilia". Their family grew to include a son and a daughter in law, two grandchildren, 

and the faithful Juanita, who worked with Dofia Petrona until the latter's death. (Dillon 

interview) 

In my brief meeting with Marcela Massut, Dofia Petrona' s granddaughter, I asked 

about Juanita. I learned very little about this woman who also becomes a sort of icon in 

Argentina popular culture. Juanita (I could not even discover her last name) dedicated her life 

to Dofia Petrona, not only as her loyal domestic worker, but also as the assistant who took 

care of everything related to Dofia Petrona, particularly her appearances on her television 

cooking show. Juanita selected Dofia Petrona's clothes and took care of her hair choosing 

the wigs she wore in public (Dofia Petrona had several wigs for different events). Juanita was 

always there when Dofia Petrona needed her. She appeared on every show, silent but ready to 

hand her employer utensils or to reach for an ingredient. According to Abdo Menehem, 

owned of the specialty bakers' shop, who used to make custom baking pans for Dofia 

Petrona, "Dofia Petrona muy elegante venia con Juanita, ella era muy humilde, Dona 

Petrona era especial, nadie le hacia sombra." (Dofia Petrona very elegante used to come 

accompanied by Juanita who was very humbled, Dofia Petrona was unique, and no one 

would shadow her). Following Dofia Petrona's death, Juanita returned to her hometown in 

the Pampa and shortly after arriving there, at the age of 78, she died. (Massut interview) I 

asked different people in Buenos Aires about Juanita, but they only knew what they saw on 

television. No one was able to offer any further information about her. (See appendix with 

Juanita's picture) 

Today, Juanita represents the humble and obedient female, woman's submission to 

authority, regardless of whether the authority is a father, a husband, a teacher or even another 
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woman. "Te estas comportando coma una Juanita, " is a common expression used to 

describe a woman who remains quiet and unassertive "You are behaving like a Juanita." 

(Polinari) This is not a compliment, but rather symbolizes feminine submission which many 

women in Argentina today oppose. Juanita seems to have been Dofia Petrona' s opposite, 

while Dofia Petrona used to drink scotch, smoke cigars and married twice (Caneva interview) 

Juanita never married, did not smoke or drink, she representing the kind of loyal servant 

Dofia Petrona's readers would dream of having. 

Besides those typical pre-Columbian dishes, Dofia Petrona included traditional Italian 

minestrone followed by risotto. Even a brief point of El Libro de Dona Petrona confirming 

that the ethnic culinary fusion she popularized had already started by the time Dofia Petrona 

was writing her book. As noted previously, by the early twentieth century, French cuisine 

was on the daily menu of wealthy Argentines, as an indicator of gastronomic class, which 

intersected with social class (Frango interview). Food had become, as Bourdieu would say, a 

way to set the boundaries of distinction. Her first book, published in 1935, shows at least 

seventy-five ways to cook meat, in addition to recipes for sophisticated French cuisine. 

Doiia Petrona and Le Cordon Bien 

Angel Baldi, the first argentine chef to receive a diploma from Paris's prestigious Le 

Cordon Bleu was Dofia Petrona's first teacher. (Baldi interview) Being a chef from the 

Cordon Blue is the image of French gastronomic sophistication. Chef Baldi not only cooked 

for the wealthiest Argentine families but his French culinary school was the place to learn 

about authentic French cuisine. (Baldi interview) 

Sophisticated taste in food seems associated to certain class with education and 

Bourdieu offers a theoretical frame to explain what is defined as good taste. His point is 
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based on the cultural capital and the taste is dictated by those with more education, which 

seems to define and legitimizes taste by their choices. However, reality had demonstrated 

that there are other important facts beside education that must be considered in food choices, 

such as income, class and lifestyle (Germov and Williams 144). 

In 1806 a French immigrant, Raymond Aignasse, found the first French culinary 

school in Argentina. Aignasse was already known for his prestigious restaurant, Cafe de la 

Comedia. Among his customers were Argentina's founding fathers, Manuel Belgrano, 

Santiago de Liniers and others. Ramon, as he became known in Argentina, and his culinary 

school thought the "black slaves [who cooked in] wealthy homes" (Hoss de le Comte 11). 

Thus began the tradition of French-Style culinary training in Argentina, In 1975, 

Dona Petrona created the School of Home Economics of Buenos Aires, where rich women 

sent their cooks to learn a more refined cuisine, the same way wealthy families sent their 

cooks to Ramon two centuries earlier. Today, the School of Home Economic is known as the 

Belgrano Culinary School. This school still successfully follows the guidelines established by 

Dona Petrona, and students from all over the world still come to learn her techniques for 

pasty and haute cuisine. Many of Dona Petrona's books includeds traditional French recipes 

for such dishes as pates and special sweet pastries, as well as other dishes for which Italian 

cooks have always been renowned (Pitte 87). Archetti, an expert on Argentine culture and 

writer, argues that when we think of Argentine cuisine we should pay attention to the 

"coexistence" of Italian, French, and Spanish cuisines along with some Argentine inventions 

such as revue/to gramajo (eggs with meat) and the kind of chaotic juxtaposition that can be 

found in risottos served next to pucheros, or milanesa de ternera, a kind of Italian layered 

meat dish made with certain asados. 
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Dofia Petrona's Legacy 

In Dona Petrona' s books part of the learning experience for immigrants women 

reside in modeling the taste. The author's initiative provides enough resources to combine 

simplicity with highly sophisticated meals. Indeed as Germov and Williams said "food 

choices of people on low incomes is often ill informed" ( 145). The taste for refined cuisine 

next to the simple one is part of her unique way to approach cuisine. Dona Petrona's recipes 

for pucheros and carbonadas criollas contained other elements that appealed to Italian 

appetites. 

Beef in any form was a very important source of protein and status for the 

immigrants and Dona Petrona' s influence was determinant in veal consumption substitute for 

another type of beef. Furthermore, beef was believed to cause of rejuvenation among the 

older people and the fast and healthy development of the young. Immigrants firmly believe 

that the physical strength of their children born in Argentina could, at the age of fourteen, be 

compared with that of the twenty-year olds born and raised in Italy ( Archetti 3). The high 

consumption of beef as part of immigrants' experience convinced many that good meat was 

not an unreachable treat as it was in Europe but rather a resource easily affordable even on a 

limited income. 

Cookbooks are the expression of important social moments and the manifestation of 

gastronomic culture as Appadurai argues. Dona Petrona's book is still popular, although of 

course new cookbooks continue to appear in Argentina, as do magazines such as 

elgourmet.com whose highly sophisticated recipes reach from traditional and international 

cuisine including the most elaborate dishes and mixing ethnic staples with new trends. To 

what extent those dishes are far from Dona Petrona' s terms? The ingredients and preparation 
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methods does not differ and at times are the same used more than fifty years ago by the 

pioneer of that fundamental culinary fusion and the icon of Argentina cuisine, Dona Petrona. 
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Chapter V - CONCLUSION 

Conclusion 
ff we could give every individual the right amount of nourishment and exercise, 
not too little and not too much, we would have found the safest way to health. Hippocrates 

The extraordinary significance of the three culinary elements; pampa, puchero and 

Petrona, in the genesis of the Argentine cuisine have been broadly demonstrated by the 

discussion of beef consumption, immigrants and Dona Petrona. Hence, the interdependent 

elements of today's cuisine are important facts that define such a dynamic culinary process. 

Even if for some experts, "supuestos creadores del pensamiento" (supposed though creators) 

keep affirming that the Argentina cuisine does not exist, "it is a barbarity" (Ducrot 56) since 

Argentina cuisine exist as Argentina exist, confirming that pre-Columbian and colonial 

cuisine as living contributions (Ducrot 56). 

Admitting that there is no such concept as an Argentina cuisine, would be to ignore 

the cultural significance of the unprecedented number of immigrants; the abundant resources 

from the Pampas as a wealth generator and the development of culinary elements where the 

ethnic intertwine with the Europeans to produce an amalgamation of a cuisine known today. 

The adaptation of new recipes by incorporating pre-Columbian and Europeans traditions and 

advice of Dona Petrona, remains as a legacy in permanent transition. 

Due to the nature of this thesis, different literary reviews have been taken in 

consideration, first, French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu and his theory of taste as distinct, 

secondly Anthropologist Arjun Appadurai, demonstrated that middle class women define 

cultural traditions suggesting of cookbooks in the formation of middleclass taste and food 

consuming, and third, anthropologist Jack Godoy and his study on the formation of culinary 

habits and gender concept. Particularly in the transformation of cuisine by using products that 
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come from distant places and introducing foreign recipes, (Godoy 130) that renews the 

culinary field. 

The main source in the formation of regional cuisines can be found in woman recipes 

transmitted orally or on cookbooks. Although, the concept of an Argentine cuisine is now in 

process, somehow a culinary identity has emerged. The complex formation of culinary 

habits, and taste, from the theoretical approach of Boudieu, in his book Distinction suggest 

that the perspective on taste development including the effect of education and money as 

main factors, could explains the response of middle class women and the importance of their 

identity of upward social mobility. The culinary tradition is a process in permanent motion, 

because adopting new food habits are the results of abundant resources and later education, 

including culinary in the holistic approach in which and Dofia Petrona was a major force. 

She was constantly directing this culinary process, hence, her effect in gaining opportunities 

for women, whom like her, wanted to pursue a culinary career is indisputable. 

All of this suggests that by thinking about Dofia Petrona's love for food and her 

generosity to teach, is the reason why the emerging of culinary schools, television cooking 

shows and chefs are doing so well. elgourmet.com television show runs continuously food 

presentations seven days a week twenty-four hours daily and has a good pool of women 

chefs. To complement the television show the publishing of a monthly gastronomic 

magazine; elgourmet.com which shows the innovations of Argentinean chefs and the 

culinary fusion. For example, the menu of a restaurant at Puerto Madero, one of the 

exclusive neighborhoods of Buenos Aires offers a good illustration of that fusion, "para 

terminar, es imperdible la crepe de dulce de leche" or to finish [a meal with a dessert] there 

is not an excuse to eat crepe with sweet milk, since dulce de leche is the national dessert of 
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Argentina (Pini 34 ). To Guadalupe Henestrosa, the example offered at the Restaurant Pepe 

Nero in Mar del Plata, is very illustrative of the nouvelle cuisine in which Italian influences 

are enhance by its owner, an Argentinean of third generation of Italian immigrants. 

According to her article, the chef and owner, Jose Pepe Carbone, offers an evolved Italian 

cuisine that keep the traditions without losing its modernity, as result his menu represent 

Italian cuisine with some Argentine influence for the menu included several dishes with fish 

and seafood in addition to pasta and some meat (Henestrosa 85). 

According to Pini there is an important factor among Argentine cuisine; despite 

seafood and fish abundance, "Argentines eat less fish than the Japanese and while the 

Japanese eat 71 kilogram per year per person, argentines eat per person per year only 3 

kilograms." (Pini 19) Lack of tradition brings more of it, she added. Thus, since the decade of 

1980 people are more aware of good health. With that in mind, seafood consumed had 

increased slightly, however devotion to "came asada" barbeque meat is a long tradition 

among the Argentines. ( 19) Certainly, traditions as Hobsbawm and Range explained, in The 

invention of Tradition, are" a set of practices, normally governed by overtly or tacitly 

accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and 

norms of behavior by repetition, which automatically implies continuity with the past 

(Hobsbawm and Range 1 ). Argentines, as "the upper crust from New York to St. Petersburg, 

[and] wealthy Mexicans, cultivated a taste for French haute cuisine" (Pilcher 62). Undoable it 

complements Pini' s affirmation about Argentine and their rejection of seafood in favor of 

food preferably as asado. Nevertheless, would be inadmissible not taking in consideration the 

great job of new chefs in including dishes that look sophisticated and yet are relatively 

simple to do it, including in each one of them a culinary fusion where fish, meat and other 
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ingredients are complementing to produce the novae cuisine. In this culinary production, 

females chefs have done a remarkable job by gaining access to television shows, by owning 

catering business and also for an increase in its international reputation as teachers and staff 

at culinary schools. 

The fact that in Italy, more than 75 percent of professional cookers are men and only 

a minority of 25 percent women, illustrated the limited scope of females in this field, 

however, "Aqui en la tierra de Dona Petrona, la situaci6n es similar con pequeiias 

variaciones." Here at Dofia Petrona' s land the situation is similar with some variations. 

Minority chefs are also mothers and wives whom teach at television shows and by working 

hard they gain recognition that allow them to open catering business and restaurants, even if 

some of them give up the apron (Michelis 17). 

Although the inclination for French cuisine is still in place for special occasions 

among some chefs whom associated french food with refined good taste. Nevertheless the 

majority of chefs interviewed agree that food taste would be defined as a good asado 

accompanied by local chefs creations such as the fusion of ethnic food: risotto cremoso con 

granos de choclo illustrating the number five prestigious magazine el gourmet.com 

(20) The version an Italian dish with the traditional choclo or corn to accompany the most 

symbolic food asado (Cabrera 113). A good asado included "achuras" or internal organs 

that constituted an introduction to different meat cut for the asado. (Cabrera 107) 

Considering taste, in South American achuras are edible and delicious, while in the United 

States, "Organ meats almost disappeared, being considered disgusting as well as unhealthy" 

(Anderson 149). Taking in consideration that "in the world of consumer capitalism, a craving 

for food and craving for status are irrevocable scrambled up as appetites, moreover, taste is 
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ever on the wing from the middle-class consumers of the nineteenth-century" (Gigante 180). 

The cooking process admitted alters not just on the elaboration but also on the ingredients, 

"while the domain of cooking is in many ways highly conservative" (Godoy 36). It seems 

that the incorporation and transformation of elements remains a constant in Argentine 

cuisine. Culture and manipulation from interest groups, are also elements in defining taste. 

To Anderson, elite groups always try to mark themselves off by consumption of special 

status or prestige food (caviar, champagne, goat cheese etc), and upwardly mobile people try 

to rise in respect by being seen eating those food. 

Among my observations is the rapid expansion of the fast food culture, which not 

only is embraced by the young but also seems to have penetrated all society sectors. It would 

be an interesting topic for future researchers to investigate how fast food consumption is 

affecting the Argentina's young population and to what extent fast food is displacing 

traditional rich, hybrid, and healthy ethnic meals. 

Food as class markers are so important that elites have often resorted to sumptuary 

laws to protect them from status emulation (Anderson 136). In regard to the concept of taste 

an expert on the issue the editor of Harper's Magazine since 1949, Russell Lynes argues "it 

seems apparent that not only is one generation's good taste very likely to be the next 

generation's bad taste, but one individual's ideas about what is good taste and bad taste 

change as he matures" (Lynes 339) Corroborate this affirmation that taste, like cuisine; is a 

dynamic process. Moreover, referring to Bourdiue's theory about taste components and the 

role of education, Lynes adds: "Education, sensibility, and morality", seem the components 

of taste" (340). Taste can be also subject to foreign recognition as the tango for example; 

after Paris accepted what once was considered by the elite as a vulgar dance, Buenos Aires 
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high society gave an enthusiastic welcome and as result became an Argentine icon (Beezley 

and MacLachlan 118). 

Paradoxically, the woman who inspired many others to cook for their families, Dona 

Petrona, affirmed that she only cooks for friends "en casa solo cocino para los amigos" 

(Cotta 348) and yet encouraged women to cook for the family. Finally, Dofia Petrona's 

strongly affected middle class women many of them of immigrant background, became more 

influential as they grew and gained status by their cooking and taste modeling success. Cotta 

reproduces in "Palabras de Doiia Petrona" "in words of Dofia Petrona" "Yo siempre digo 

que en la cocina hay que estar el menor tiempo possible" (Cotta 368) (I always said that in 

the kitchen we should be there the less time possible). It seems controversial that a woman 

whose life was cooking in public but in private wants to dissociate herself from that activity. 

Considering that other culinary professionals have had an enormous input in the 

actual cuisine, it was Dofia Petrona who really paved the way for women in the culinary art 

professions. In view of Dofia Petrona' s unquestionable influence it seems worthwhile to 

recognize her contribution because she not only recreated dishes from pre-Columbian and 

Europeans cultures but also spread toward her cookbooks, the way to elaborate and produce 

with the main ingredient, beef, the cuisine we known today. 

Through the expert interviews, archival research and participant observations, this 

thesis has demonstrated that the twenty and twenty-first centuries Argentine cuisine was 

defined by the mass European immigration, natural resources abundant at the Pampas and 

the culinary icon, Dofia Petrona C. de Gandulfo. Essential to this definition is the 

interconnecting processes, immigrant adaptation, consumption of red meat and the first lady 

of Argentine cuisine restructuring the taste of middle class. 
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